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INTRODUOT ION 
The following study is an effort to detennine the effectiveness of 
teaching words in isolation or in a phrase in the beginning reading pro-
gram. 
There has been a great deal of controversy in the past concerning 
the presentation of a new word in isolation or presenting it for the first 
time in a phrase. The following study was made to try to discover if one 
method is more effective than the other at the beginning of first grade 
reading. It is hoped that it may show the more economical method of teach-
ing new words to first grade children in a regular classroom situation. 
Low sight vocabulary has been found among children who are having 
1 
difficulty in reading. There has been only one study ~de to the knowledge 
of the writer which shows any difference in the two methods in gaining an 
adequate sight vo~bulary. 
This study is a contin~tion of the work in 1947 to evaluate the two 
methods as they affect: 
1. Speed of acquiring a sight vocabulary 
2. Learning Rate 
;. Effect of intelligence on acquiring a sight 
vocabulary, and . 
4. Sex differences in the same factors. 
1 Mattola, Margaret D., "Teaching New Words in Isolation Versus Teaching 
New tfords in Phrases in the First Grade 11 , Boston University, Un-
published Ed. M. Thesis, 1947. 
OHAPrER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Some authors have made statements which would lead one to think that 
new words should be taught in isolation while others have implied that they 
should be taught in phrases. 
1 
In a study of the eye-voice span in reading Buswell found that "the 
introduction of strange or difficult words produces a marked effect upon 
the character of the eye-movements; and conversely, when these character-
istics of eye behavior are observed in a record, one feels justified in 
assuming that some difficulty in word recognition has occurred. It is 
further found that increasing the difficulty of a selection tends to in-
crease the number and duration of' eye f'i:xations. 11 
2 
Pennell and Cusack made a study of' peripheral vision and how to en-
large its area in order to develop habits of effective reading. They aug-
gest that the following points should be observed: 
11 1. A short sentence should be the smallest unit presented to 
the child in beginning reading. Later, attention may be 
called to its phrases, words, and finally parts of words. 
2. Little or no attention should be paid to the 1 little words 1 ; 
such as 1the 1 , 1and 1 , 1 in 1 • These words have no character-
istic form and have no definite meaning. 
). Pointing to individual words during the reading process 
should be condemned. 
4. Drill should not be given upon words in isolation, but in 
context." 
............................... 
l Buswell, G. T ., 11An Experimental Study of the Eye-Voice Span in Reading 11 , 
Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 17, Department of' Educa-
tion, .University of Chicago, 1920, Pp. )--7. 
2 Penner~,!~·~: 5~5~: M. Cusack, How to Teach Reading , Houghton Mifflin, 
I -1 
- - -"-----
~ 
In 19,0 Gates reviewing a remedial case in reading said that ap-
parently the boy had little idea of 11 where one word began and another ended 
in the sentence. 11 
Word values have been overlooked or disregarded by some of the ex-
4 
parts. Patterson wrote that 11 too often it has been found that grasping the 
thought of larger language units, such as the sentence, the children have 
developed a slipshod attitude toward the worth of the individual word. And, 
we know, it is important in efficient reading that word values be discrim-
inated." 
5 
Gates in a later book stated that," the study of isolated words tends 
to overemphasize the for.m or appearance of the word and to neglect its mean-
ing. 11 
6 
Stone, on the other hand, writes "apparently some enthusiasts with 
extreme views have got the idea that children can learn to read without 
learning words or in spite of frequent word difficulties. Undue stress has 
been put upon the danger of a child's becoming word conscious. 
~Gates, A. I., Interest and Ability in Reading , Macmillan Company, 19,0, 
P.?. 
4 Patterson, S. W ., Teaching the Child to Read, Doubleday, Doran, 19,0, 
P. 59. 
5 Gates, A. I., The Improvement of Reading , Macmillan Company, 19?5, P.268. 
6 Stone, C. R., Better Primaty Reading, Webster Publishing Company, 19~6, 
p. 165. 
7 
The approach suggested by Gates and Russell was that 11 if' the pupil 
first learns a group of new words in a body of interesting work-type and 
story materials and is then provided with many pages of interesting, new 
reading content containing no additional words, it would seem that he would 
read with greater freedom, interest, and understanding, and would secure 
better practice in the art of reading •11 
8 
Durrell does not prescribe a definite 11 cure-all 11 for the ills in 
reading. His philosophy purports a more or less middle of the road tech-
nique which leaves the teacher at liberty to reach out and grasp all avail-
able materials and use resources adapted or adaptable to the particular 
problem at hand. Durrell does suggest, however, that "successful reading 
demands instantaneous recognition of a large proportion of words. If a 
child must view each word separately or if he recognizes it slowly, good 
phrase reading is impossible • 11 
Comprehension is the major goal in reading instruction as cited by 
9 
Harris , but good comprehension cannot be achieved by one who has serious 
deficiencies in word recognition. 
10 
The analysis of errore in word recognition was studied by Bennett 
who found that 11 a pronounced characteristic of pupils retarded in word 
7 Gates, A. I., and D. H. Russell, "Types of Materials, Vocabulary Burden, 
Word Analysis, and Other Factors in Beginning Reading", Elementary 
School Journal , ~9:~4, September, 1938. 
8 Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, World Book 
Company, 1940, P. 289. 
9 Harris, A. J ., Ho\'r to Increase Reading Ability, Longmans, Green, 19lt0, 
P. 230. 
10 Bennett, A. , "Analysis of Errors in Word Recognition Made by Retarded 
Readers 11 , Journal of Educational Psychology , ~~s38,January, 1942. 
. ' ·"1> 
u 
10 
recognition seems to be the tendency not to inhibit assoei~ted responses 
until a word is clearly seen in all its parts--- beginning, middle and 
ending. 11 
A questionnaire study was made on general organization, content, 
vocabulary controls, methods, and accessories for a primary grade reading 
11 
program by Russell. He found a great spread of opinion regarding the best 
methods of presenting new words of a lesson. · "Sixteen percent favor 
preliminary sentence drill involving use of context clues to include all 
new words, and the same percentage approve such drill on selected words. 
Eleven percent favor preliminary phrase drill on selected words. Less than 
ten percent favor each of ten other methode of presenting new words. 11 
There was less agreement in regard to teaching methods than in the other 
four main sections of the questionnaire. 
12 
Leavell and Marcum studied the reading recognition vocabulary test 
as a diagnostic instrument. They found that this list serves as a source 
of words for quick perception drill when used for teaching purposes. After 
some of the words were mastered they were used in simple meaningful two-
word phrases for flash exercises. Very soon they combined the words into 
phrases and then short sentences to impress on the children the necessity 
of meaning in all reading. Few phrases or sentences in elementary materials 
can be found which do not include one or more of the words from a basic 
10 Bennett, A., Ibid. 
11 Russell, D. H., "Opinions of Experts About Primary-Grade Basic Reading 
Programs", Elementary School Journal, 44:602-9, June, 1944. 
12 Leavell, U. W. and D. M. ~rcum, 11 Reading Recognition Vocabulary Test 
as A Diagnostic Instrument 11 , Journal of Education, 22:157-69, 
November, 1944. 
12 
vocabulary list. They contend that 11 if success counts for anything , 
and research and experience have proved that it does, the confidence 
built up by automatic response to needed words is vital. 11 
1) 
Baker made an analysis of the difficulties encountered by 
children in their reading and found that the difficulty occurring most 
frequently is confusion of 1t10rd forms and the confusions are most fre-
guent in \vords i'Thich are regarded as basic or common to all reading 
material. One of her recommendations was that 11 the teaching of v1ords is 
by no means the way to teach reading. Reading is an emotional a nd a re-
acting process and should be a meaningful activity associated v1ith many 
other enterprises. \'lord recognition involves meaningful associations, 
as well as visual and auditory analyses. 11 
14 
~1/hite suggests that the teaching of reading should beg in when 
the child is first lear-ning to pronounce 't;ords . He says that 11 undoubted-
ly it would be a tedious task. for a busy parent; but if the mother vrere 
to hold before her child the printed word, as he stn1ggles to perfect 
its pronunciation, both the pronunciation and the reading would be sim-
pler . 11 
A boy \vho v,ras having difficulty in reading history intelligent-
15 
ly could read books on herpetology. When Hovious questioned him on 
12 Leavell , U. \'l . and D . M. Marcus, Ibid. 
l) Baker, Norma, 11 Confusions in V/ord Recogni tion 11 , Elementary School 
Journal , 45:575, June, 1945. 
ll.J ltlhite, C. L ., 11 Readin 1 Ain 1t Easy 11 , Nat ional Elementary Principal, 
24:2)-)0, June , 1945. 
15 Hovious, C ., 11 't/hat '.'lords Mean 11 , Clearing House,l9 :l.j())-7, March, 194,5. 
5 
j 
I 
how he could read such difficult books and still could not read history 
the bo y 1 s ans\'ler was, "Yes, but don 1t you see? That book 1 s about snakes-
got a garage full of 1 em at home . Naturally I understand about snakes. I 
kno\'f >-lha t the \vO rds mean . 11 
16 
Parrish devised a reading program in which no one failed to im-
prove regardless of I. Q . One comment made vtas that 11 experimental pro-
grams and careful research have clearly demonstrated that the ability to 
read ~'lell is independent of native intelligence • 11 
17 
Kottmeyer \'lrites that, 11 There is a little serious question, even 
among reading authorities who emphasize phonetic techniques, that the 
initial reading experiences of a child should consist chiefly in ac-
quiring a sight vocabulary by means of whole-word patterns in meaningful, 
pv.rposeful content 11 •••• 
18 
One cause of poor rea ding as cited by Hoover is that 11 many 
children rea d slowly because of their failure to take in a \'lhole word at 
a sing le g lance- that is, they read by syllables, a p rocess which causes 
more fixations of the e ye for each line. 11 He suggests three remedies: 
;11. Tracing and saying Hords. 
16 Parrish, A . 0 ., 11To Learn to Read You Must Read", Peabody Journal of 
Edu~ation , 25:24-)1, July, 1945, p. 28. 
17 Kottmeyer, \V ., 11 Appraisal of Current Methods of Promoting Gro;-rth in 
Word Perception in the Elementary Grades 11 , In Conference on 
Reading , No. 61, December, 1945, p. 184. 
18 Hoover, Floyd 1![., "One Cause of Poor Reading and Its Remedy", 
Elementary School Jou rnal, 45 : 520-521, May, 1945, p. 520 . 
2. Sounding and blending i•iords. 
). Methods stressing visual analysis and 
visualizing. 
18 
4 . Spe lling . 11 
A prog ram organized to do something about reading a t Point 
19 
Pleasant was described by Hamilton in which he tells tha t "the orig ina l 
prog ram was init iated by securing a rea ding specialist, who organized a 
reading program on the philosophy that a n y child Vfith e yes t hat could 
see and a mind that could think cou ld be taught to read . 11 Advanced 
rea ders in g rade three, the average readers in grade f our, and the re-
tarded readers in g rade fi ve received instruction, a s a g roup, on the 
fourth g r ade level. It proved very successful in ga ins. 
20 
Criteria f or reading readiness suggested by Boney v1as to ''con-
eider the chronological age, menta l a ge, genera l health, ability to re-
tain wo rds and parts of '<lords, intere s ts, and pa rent's a ttitude. n 
21 
Buswell suggests that "the criterion in methoil.ology as to what 
is good i s determined primarily not by what is nei·mr but by l'lha t is de-
fensible in a sound psychology of learning ." 
18 Hoover, Floyd W., . Ibid . 
19 Hamilton, B., "Point Plea sant Di d Something About Rea ding 11 , Elementary 
School Journal, 45: 562- 8, June, 1945, p.562. 
20 Boney, 0 . D., 11 Reading-Go Slmv~ 11 Sc hool Executive, 65 :56-?,September, 
1945, p. 56 . 
21 Buswell, G. T., "Psychology of the Nevter Methods of Teach ing 11 , 
Elementary School Journa l, l.J6 : 14-22, January , 1946 , p. 21. 
An evaluation of tests for diagnosis of ability to read by 
22 
phrases or thought tmits v1as made by Gates in 1946 . He concluded t hat 
11 if the pupil 1 s \'I'Ord recognition is still slow and inaccurate, furt,her 
guidance in vw rd perception itse l f should probab l y precede pressure to 
read mo r e than one word at a t ime; whereas, if vmrd perception is v1e ll 
advanced and t here is little evidence of g rovrth of skill in perceiving 
phrases, instruction should be directed toi.;a rd the latter ability. 11 
2) 
Harrison proposed the f ollov;ing steps for developing rea diness 
f or word recognition: 
11 1. Auditory Tra ining 
2. Visual Training 
) . Tra ining in the use of the context. 
4. No formal read ing at the readiness stage. 
5 . E:yes, ears, and mental abilities vrill be trained so 
that pupils will be ready to ca rry out the lat er a nd 
more detailed steps . 11 
24 
Mattola studied the e ffectiveness of teaching nev; vmrds in iso-
la tion versus teaching new words in phr'ases a t the be g inning of g r ade 
one. 
22 Gates, Arthur I. and Eloise 3 . Cason, 11 An Evaluation of Tests fo r 
Di agnosis of Ability to Read by Phrases or Thought Units '', 
Elementary Sch ool Journal, 46 :23-32, January, 1946 , p . 31. 
23 Harrison, }L Luc ille, 11 Developing Readiness f or Word Recognition", 
Elementary Eng lish Review, 2 ) :122-31, Ma rch, 1946 , p. 125 . 
24 Mattola, Ma rgaret D., "Teach ing New Words in Isolation Versus Teach-
ing Nevi \1/"ords in Phrases in the First Grade 11 , Boston University , 
Unpublished Ed . M. Thesi s , l 9Lf7. 
8 
Results on the speed of acquiring a eight vocabulary, children of differ-
ent intelligence levels, and sex differences showed that there was a 
difference in the progress of children between the two methods and each 
24 
area showed this difference was in favor of words taught in isolation. 
25 
Anna Austin also made a study of the effectiveness of teaching 
new words in isolation and in phrases at the second grade level. She used 
ten second grades. Her findings showed the difference was in favor of 
phrases with children who were achieving on the second grade reading level, 
while those who were low in achievement indicating below grade level tended 
to have greater success by being taught new words in isolation. 
The evidence from this research points to the fact that further 
experimentation on this topic should prove helpful in teaching beginning 
reading, since there was and still is much controversy over it. Therefore, 
the following study is an attempt to measure the effectiveness of teaching 
new words in isolation and in phrases during the first six weeks of school 
in ten first grades. 
24 Mattola, ~~rgaret D., Ibid. 
25 Austin, Anna B., 11A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Two Methode of 
Teaching Reading Vocabulary in Grade Two", Boston University, 
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, 1950. 
OHAPl'ER II 
EXERCISES FOR THE EXPERIMENT 
This study is an effort to determine whether children progress 
faster from learning words in isolation or in phrases under regular class-
room conditions at the beginning of the first grade reading program. 
The term 'words in isolation' as used in this study means that each 
new word was presented individually on a flash card. 
The term 'new words in phrases• means that each new word was pre-
sented on a flash card with one or more other words. 
The first problem to determine was the kinds of exercises to use. 
It was necefleary to keep them as simple as possible and use the same type 
of oral and written practice in each method. 
In the system where this experiment was to be conducted formal 
teaching of reading begins when children start first grade. Therefore, it 
was deemed reasonable to use the first six weeks of school in the fall for 
this purpose. 
1 
Ten minutes is the usual length of teaching periods in the first 
grade. There are no statistical data available to support or refute that 
time allotment. Therefore, the writer selected as teaching time one ten-
minute period daily for thirty successive school days. Another ten-minute 
period was to be used each day for the game which would accompany the 
lesson and give practice on words and phrases. 
1 Murphy, Helen A., "Auditory and Visual Discrimination in Reading", Un-
published Ed. D. Thesis, Boston University, 194;>. 
i O 
The next procedure was to decide upon the number of words and 
1 
phrases to present each day. In the previous study the mean score for the 
total population was 25.27 for isolation compared to 22.04 for phrases on 
the stor,y tests. This would indicate that the vocabulary load was too 
heavy since the total number of words taught had been 120. It seemed best 
to make some adjustment to the learning rates of the children. 
2 
The Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Test was selected to determine 
the readiness of the group for a formal reading program. A learning re.te 
test is included as a part of this test. 
For purposes of experimentation a comparatively easy vocabulary load 
seemed advisable. It Was decided to have three levels of vocabulary; one, 
three, and five words a day. New words were to be presented on the first 
four days each week and on Friday there was a general review of all words 
which had been taught. *terials were written to cover the total program of 
120, 72, and 24 words. 
Sample lesson plans may be found on Pages 1!2 , 13, 1'4, 15, 1'6, and 17' 
showing the group levels in teaching words and phrases. The entire series 
may be found in appendix, Page 60. 
~ 
The Curriculum Foundation Series were chosen as the reading texts to 
be used. Pre-Primers 11 We Look and See", 11We Work and Play", "We Come and 
Go 11 , and the Primer 11 Fun With Dick and Jane 11 were selected. The words were 
used in the order appearing in the text. 
l Mattola, Margaret D., Ibid. Page 
2 The Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Test, World Book Oompany, 1947. 
; Curriculum Foundation Series, Scott-Foresman Company 
.. / .. 
LESSON ONE (Top Group) 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Dick Look (look) oh (Oh) Jane See (see) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons 
and change to a different color with each word. 
See Dick 
Dick see 
look Oh 
oh Jane 
Jane look 
Look oh 
Oh See 
see Look 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
Directions: Use the same flash cards which were used in presenting the 
words. Turn them face down on a table. Let a child pick up and read each 
card. The cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which 
he caught. Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to pick 
up all the cards. The one who is able to catch more fish by reading them 
correctly wins the game. If time permits, let them play it again. 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT: 
Dick- Dick is a boy's name. 
look - It means to look at something or call attention to something. 
oh - This shows surprise. You say, 11 0h 11 , when you get hurt. 
Jane - Jane is a girl's name. 
see* You may see something with your eyes. It means to understand some-
thing. 
LESSON ONE (Middle Group~ 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Dick Look (look) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Oh (oh) 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them use 
crayons and change to a different color with each word. 
Dick look 
Look Oh 
oh Dick 
look oh 
Oh Look 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plane. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
Dick- Dick is a boy's name. Is there any boy in the room by the name of 
Dick? 
look - It means to look at something or call attention to something. 
oh - This shows surprise. You say, "Oh 11 , when you get hurt. 
" 
I 
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I I LESSON ONE (Lower Group) ,, 
\ WORD TO BE PRESENTED 
I 
ON A FLASH CARD: 
Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCO~!PANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. 
Pick 
Kick 
Dick Lick 
Nick 
Dick 
GA:ME : 11 FISHING 11 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
i'iORD ENRICHMENT: 
Dick- Dick is a boy's name. Is there any boy in the room we call Dick? 
r 
II 
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LESSON ONE (Top Group) 
PHRA.SES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look Look, Jane 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
See, see 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
phrase on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them 
use crayons and change to a different color with each phrase. 
Look, Dick See, see 
Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look 
Dick, look Look, Dick 
Look, Jane See Dick 
See, see Oh, oh, Dick 
See Dick Look, Jane 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
Directions: Use the same flash cards which were used in presenting the 
phrases. Turn them face down on a table. Let a child pick up and read each 
card. The cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which 
he caught. Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to pick 
up all the cards. The one who is able to catch more fish by reading them 
correctly wins the game. If time permits, let them play it again. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Look, Dick or Look, Jane They mean for Dick or Jane to look at some-
thing. 
Oh, oh, Dick or Oh, oh, Jane Surprise is being shown over something 
which is happening. 
See, see This is said when you want someone to see 
something. 
LESSON ONE (Middle Group) 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Look, Dick Dick, look 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Oh, oh, Dick 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
phrase on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them 
use crayons and change to a difi'erent color with each phrase. 
Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick 
Dick, look Dick, look 
Oh, oh, Dick Look, Dick 
GAME : 11 FISHING" 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plane. 
PHRASE E..l\JRICHMENT: 
Look, Dick - This means for Dick to look at something. 
Oh, oh, Dick - It sho-v1e surprise over something which is happening. 
'"'l£b j _o 
LESSON ONE (Lower Group) 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Dick, Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPA}TY THE LESSON: 
_, 
I 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
phrase on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons. 
Nick, Nick II 
Pick, Pick 
Dick, Dick Dick, Dick 
Kick, Kick 
Lick, Lick 
GAME "FISHING" 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plana. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : 
Dick, Dick- Dick is a boy's name. Someone may say, "Dick, Dick11 , to 
call him. 
Description of Material 
On Pages 1I9, 20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , and 24 are presented Tables I, II, III, 
IV, V, and VI, "Daily Lesson Plans." These give an over-all view of the 
work planned, time allotment, and the order of presentation of the new 
words and phrases at each group level for the entire experiment. 
Each teacher was to be given three sets of lesson plans for the 
specified group levels for the first three weeks of the experiment. Three 
different sets of plans were to be supplied for the second three week 
period because the methods rotated at the end of the first three weeks. 
Flash cards were to be furnished to use in presenting the words and 
phrases to keep uniformity throughout. A written lesson was to be dupli-
cated to accompany each lesson. A new game was to be taught each Monday and 
repeated through the week. This would give the children an opportunity to 
learn it well and enjoy playing it. Suggestions for word and phrase enrich-
ment were to accompany each lesson. 
The Friday review for the first three weeks was to be motivated by 
having the words and phrases printed on colored slips of paper. The child-
ren were to read the slips individually. Slips with words or phrases on 
them which the children could read correctly were to be made into a chain. 
During the second three week period words and phrases were to be printed on \ 
white slips of paper for the review on Friday. A child was to be given the 
words and phrases he knew and he earned as many stars for his ladder as the 
number of slips held. 
Description of Tests 
Individual oral reading tests in story form were written to include words 
to be taught at the three levels. The story test for the first group in-
eludes the sixty words taught during the first three weeks; the second, 
thirty-six words; and the third, twelve words. 
Three more story teats were written to check the vocabulary taught 
the second three weeks. A sample of the story tests may be found on Fage -~6 . 
A copy of each teet and directions for administering and scoring may be 
found in the appendix, Pages 192-200~ 
Flash cards were made to test the words before the teaching was 
started and also to be used as part of the final testing. 
Table I Daily Lesson Plans (Top Group) 
I 
Time 
First Week 
let day 
2nd day 
~rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
I 
Words 
Dick, look*, oh*, 
Jane, see* 
funny*, Ba. by 
and, Spot, come* 
run*, Puff, jump, 
Tim, up* 
go*, down*, work* 
Father, Mother, 
works* 
R E 
Second Wee{ 
let day 
2nd day 
)rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Third \'leek 
let day 
2nd day 
~rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
I 
lplay*, help*, 
away*, big*, 
little*, helps* 
is, not, the, 
my*, can* 
find*, I, make* 
makes, something 
blue 
yellow, red, car 
care, boat, boats 
Sally 
R E 
wants, said, it 
ball, to 
me, in, we, you* 
here 
for, cookies, one 
three*, where* 
a*, two, house 
family, fun 
R E 
* Capitals also. 
= =fl==== 
Phrases 
Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look 
Look, Jane See, see 
Funny Jane funny Dick Baby and Dick 
Spot and Baby Come and see Come, come 
Run, run Run, Puff Jump, Puff 
Run and jump Baby and Tim Come up, Tin: 
Go up, Tim up and down Father works 
Mother works come and go up 
v I E w 
See Dick play help Jane big Father 
See Father work Jane helps Mother 
little Mother Go away Help Mother 
Father is big my Baby can not see 
the big, big mother My little baby 
find Dick I can work something blue 
can make something makes something 
something yellow The little boat 
red and yellow care can make boats 
my little red car my little red boat 
Baby Sally 
V I E W 
Baby wants something Baby Sally said 
It is down see it the big ball 
Run to the car Up it comes 
help me away we go in the car 
You can go Puff is here We can go 
Here is Spot 
cookies for me \ihere ia the cookie 
one for Father three big cookies 
oh, where 
a cookie A big house My family 
two little cookies It is fun 
V I E W 
I 
==============================F=-======= 
Table II Daily Leeson Plans (Top Groupe) 
Words 
this*, guess*, 
yes*, who*, no• 
what*, are, do 
too, will* 
please•, she*, 
laughed, pretty*, 
white 
eat, four, he*, 
get, ride 
R E 
went, at, farm, 
Grandmother 
Grandfather 
hello*, bow-wow*, 
say, pony, horses 
on, fast, good 
saw, hen 
eggs, cluck*, 
ran, have, 
chickens 
R E 
but*, barn, did 
they*, black 
cat, kittens 
dog, pigs, cows 
wanted, mew*, 
with, sat ate 
pet, pets, home 
rabbit, thank*, 
duck, ducks 
R E 
* Oapttals also. 
Phrases 
This is fun Yes, yes I can guess 
Guess who it is No, no Who is it 
What is it You are too little 
do what I do I will see Will you 
please help me She said look pretty 
Mother laughed Please do something 
Puff is white Pretty Puff 
Father will eat here He said 
we will get Spot four in this 
ride in a car 
V I E w 
family 
Away went the car Grandmother laughed 
the family went away I see Grandfather 
at the farm 
Hello, Grandmother can say hello 
four big horses Spot said, 11 Bow-wow11 
a pony 
ride on a pony go fast a good ride 
the hen house Sally saw Father 
Here are eggs Do you have eggs 
Cluck, cluck the little chickens 
ran away fast 
V I E W 
But we did find a cat a black horse 
went to the barn did not find eggs 
Where are they 
. a mot.her cat. the big red cows 
four kittens a big dog 
saw t.he little pigs 
wanted to play Mew, mew ate and ate 
play with a kitten sat and sat 
Two pets I have a pet at home 
a pretty rabbit Thank you ~hank you 
little ducks a duck for a pet 
V I E W 
•) I 
~ '- ~i 
I 
I 
I 
II 'J· .l:;. t~ -.. /'v 
I 
Table III Daily Lesson Plans (Middle 
-----+ -
Groups) ~~ 
Time 
First Week 
let day 
2nd day 
;rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Second Week 
let day 
2nd day 
;rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Third Week 
let day 
2nd day 
;rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Words 
Dick, look*, oh* 
Baby, and, Spot 
Jane, see, funny* 
come*, run*, Puff 
R E 
jump*, Tim, up* 
go*, down*, work* 
works* 
Father, Mother, 
play* 
helps*, help*, 
away*, big* 
v 
R E V 
little*, is, not 
the, my*, can 
find, I , ~ke 
makes 
something, blue 
yellow 
R E V 
*Capitals also. 
Phrases 
Look, Dick Dick, look 
Oh, oh, Dick 
Spot and Baby 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Look, Jane See, see 
funny Dick 
Come, come Run, run 
I 
Funny Jane 1 
Run, Puff 
I E w 
Jump, jump Come up, Tim 
Go up, Tim Up and down 
Down and up Dick works 
Father works Mother works 
See Dick play Play, Jane 
Jane helps Mother Help Dick 
Go away big Father 
I E W 
Little Mother Dick is little 
Ba. by is not big 
the big, big mother 
My baby can see my little mother 
find Dick I can work makes up 
can make up 
makes something something blue 
make something yellow 
I E W 
I 
I 
I 
Table IV Daily Lesson Plans (Middle Groupe) 
Time 
Fourth Week 
let day 
2nd day 
)rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Fifth Week 
let day 
2nd day 
)rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Sixth Week 
let day 
2nd day 
)rd day 
4th day 
5th day 
Words 
red, car, cars, 
boat, boats 
Sally, wants, said 
it*, ball, to 
me, in,we* 
R E 
you*, here*, for 
cookies, three*, 
one 
where*, a*, two 
house, family, 
fl.m 
v 
R E V 
this*, guess*, 
yes* 
who*, no*, what* 
are, do, too 
will*, please*, 
she* 
R E v 
*Capitals also. 
Phrases 
my little red car yellow care 
The little boat can make boats 
Baby Sally Baby wants 
Baby Sally said 
It is down Up it comes 
the big ball Run to the car 
help me in the car away we go 
I E w 
You can go can you go 
Here is Spot Puff is here 
for Father 
Three big cookies one for Father 
three cookies 
Where is the cookie oh, where 
a cookie A cookie 
two little cookies 
A big house My family It is f1.m 
I E w 
This is f'un Yes, yes Guess it 
I can guess 
Guess who No, no What is it 
You are too little I will see 
Will you 
Please do something 
please help me She said 
Mother laughed 
I E W 
- I 
I 
II 
i 
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Table V Daily Leeson Plans (Lower Groupe) 
Time Words Phrases 
First Week 
let day Dick Dick, Dick 
2nd day look* Look, Dick 
II 
~rd day oh* Oh, oh, Dick I 
4th day Jane Look, Jane 
5th day R E v I E \'I 
I 
Second \'leek I 
I 
let day see* See, see 
2nd day funny* Funny Jane funny Dick 
I 
~rd day Baby See Baby 
4th day and Baby and Dick 
5th day R E v I E w 
Third ~leek 
let day Spot Spot and Baby 
I 2nd day come* Come, come 
~rd day run* Run, rtm 
4th day Puff Run, Puff 
I 
5th day R E v I E Vi 
* Capitals also. 
_j 
Table VI Daily Lesson Plans (Lower Groups) 
Time Words Phrases 
Fourlh Week 
let day jump* Jump, jump 
2nd day Tim Baby and Tim 
)rd day up* Up, up 
4th day go* Go up, Tim 
5th day R E v I E w 
Fifth Week 
let day down* up and down 
2nd day work*, works* Dick works 
)rd day Father Father works 
4th day Mother Mother works 
5th day R E v I E w 
Sixth Week 
let day play* See Dick play 
2nd day help*, helps* Jane helps Mother 
.)rd day away* Go away 
4th day big* big Fathe.r 
5th day R E v I E w 
* Capitals also. 
II 
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TEST I (Middle Group) 
Baby 
Baby is little. 
Baby can not work. 
Baby can play. 
Father can work. 
Mother works. 
Dick and Jane help Mother. 
Father is big. 
Father can find Tim. 
Spot can help. 
Puff can help. 
Oh, look! 
Father can see something. 
Something is blue and yellow. 
I can make Tim go up and down. 
Come and run, Baby. 
Tim can jump. 
See funny Tim jump away. 
Father makes the Baby run. 
"My funny .Baby. II 
CHii.PTEH III 
PLAN OF 'rHE EXPERH'IEliTT 
In order to complete this study it was necessary: 
1. To develop the teaching materials 
2. To 'llri te the inventory tests, and 
). Secure the co-operation of t he school system. 
'rhe materials were v.rri tten to cover the first six weeks in g rade · 
one. An attempt \'las made to meet individual differences in learning rate 
by lJaving three sets of lessons for each day; one to teach f ive words, 
one to teach three, and one to teach one word. The children vtere to be 
1 
g rouped on the ba sis of results obtained on the Learning Hate Test. 
Children with scores of f ive words and above were to be taught five 
v10rcls each day; those with scores of t;>lo, three, or four, were to be 
taught three words each day; and the other scores one v10rd each day. 
'reaching Procedure 
In !'Say the Nriter met vvith the ten teachers who were to partici-
pate in the study . The purpose and plan of t he experiment was explained 
and their co-operation was readily secured . During the six 1'reeks of the 
teaching period the \'lri ter spent one day each v1eek visiting the rooms 
to make any explanations necessary on plans and materials a n d to check 
on t he teachers ' reactions to the plan . 
All teach ers who v.rere participating in t he experiment followed 
a similar teaching procedure . The directions which \'le re g iven to them 
in writing follow on Page 28. 
The Hurphy-Durrell Reading Head iness Test, 1:/orld Book Company , 1947. 
L _j 
SPECIFIC TEACHING PROCEDURE 
FOR 
\'fORDS A:i\TD PHRASES 
1. Show the flash card with the first word or phrase on it. Enrich it 
fully with meaning through conversation. 
2. Let each child frame the word or phra:se and say it. 
;. Show the next word or phrase. Enrich it. 
4. Then put the two flash cards on the chalk tray. 
5. Review the above two words or phrases by giving the meaning and 
having the child who can tell the word or phrase pick it out of 
the chalk tray, show it to the group, and say it. Then do the 
same for the other word or phrase. When there is only one word 
or phrase left on the chalk tray the teacher mi3.Y ask who can give 
the meaning. Then the child may show it to the group and say the 
word or phrase. 
6. Teach the third word or phrase. 
7. Then review the three words or phrases the same as in number 5· 
8. Teach the fourth word or phrase. 
9. Review all as before. 
10. Teach the fifth word or phrase. 
11. Review all as before. 
The above is for the top group. The middle group went through 
step seven and the lower group had only two steps. 
I 
Five teachers taught words in isolation for the first three weeks 
and words in phrases during the second three weeks. Five other teachers 
taught words in phrases the first three weeks and words in isolation during 
the second three weeks. By rotating the methode all words were taught in 
both ways and all of the teachers used both methods. 
Table VII shows a comprehensive picture of the rotation of methods. 
Table VII Rotation of Methode 
1 No. of 1 No. of 1 
1 Teachers 1 Pupils I Time Method 
5A 151 First Three Weeks I Isolation 1 
2 B 128 First Three Weeks 1 Phrase 
I . 
2A 121 Second Three \'leeks ' Phrase 
2 B 128 Second Three Weeks I Isolation 1 
Method of Conducting the Testing Program 
As the children had had previous school experience the preliminar.y 
testing program began on September 7, 1949, the first day school was in 
1 
session. The Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Teet was given to 289 child-
ren in ten first grades. On September 8 the Learning Rate Teet was given 
to determine the groups. 
1 The Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Teet, World Book Company, 1947. 
Prelimi~ry individual flash card tests were given by the class-
room teachers on September ninth to determine any words- known before the 
teaching began. These were given on the basis of the learning rate scores. 
A child who had a score of zero or one was tested on the first twelve 
words, a child with a score of two, three or four was tested on thirty-six 
words, and a child with a score of f'ive or more words was tested on all 
sixty words. The number of words known were recorded for each child. The 
children were tested amain at the end of the first three week period using 
the same cards and procedure to determine growth. This was also an in-
dividual test and the number of words known were recorded. 
The same procedure was to be followed for the inventory prior to 
the second three week period using the words on flash cards which were to 
be presented at each level during that time. The children were to be tee-
ted amain on the second set of flash cards at the end of the experiment. 
The actua.l teaching beman on September twelfth. 
The first Individual Oral Reading Tests were given by the writer 
during the week of October third. Teets I, II, and III were used for this 
testing. 
The first fi~l flash card teet was given by the classroom teachers 
on October third. 
1 
On October fourth The Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form A was 
given by the classroom teachers and For.m B on November second. 
Methods were rotated on October sixth and the teaching began for 
the second three week period. 
1 The Detroit \'lord Recognition Test, Forms A and B, World Book Company 
Final testing for the second three week period be~n with the story 
tests and flash card tests during the week of October thirty-one. 
1 
The California Mental Maturity Test was given to obtain the mental 
agee of the population. 
Selection and Status of Population 
The Superintendent of the Public Schools in a medium-sized, eastern 
port city, gave his permission for this study to be conducted in the system 
under his jurisdiction. Two hundred eighty-nine children in ten first grades 
were given the preliminary testa. 
Table VIII shows the mean C. A. and M.A. of the group. 
Table VIII Comparison of C. A. and M. A. 
1 Number 
289 
C. A. 
Mean 
C. A. 
S. D. 
5.07 
M. A. 
Mean 
75.48 
M. A. 
S. D. 
8.52 
The mean mental age was two months above the mean chronological age 
indicating the group was a little above mentally. 
The results of the teats will be presented in the next chapter. 
1 California Mental Maturity Test, California Test Bureau 
OHAPrER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to study the effect of teaching new words in 
isolation and new words in phrases on: 
1. Acquiring a eight vocabulary 
2. Reading achievement 
'· Different intelligence levels, and 
4. Learning rates of boys and girls. 
During the first week of school in September preliminary tests were 
given to determine readiness for reading, learning rate, and preliminary 
flash card teste to determine the number of words known before the teach-
ing began. Results of these teste follow. 
Table IX shows the mean scores on the Reading Readiness Test. 
TABLE IX 
RESULTS OF READING READINESS TEST 
1 No. of 
Teet 1 Pupils Mean S. D. 
1 Auditory 279 29.80 2).25 
1 Visual 279 34.24 9.93 
1 Learning 
1 Rate 279 ;.70 2.4] 
Table IX showed the mean score for auditory discrimination was 
29.80 with a standard deviation of 23.25. The mean score for visual dis-
crimination was ;4.24 with a standard deviation of 9.9;. The mean score on 
the learning rate test was ;.70 with a standard deviation of 2.47. 
Table X shows the results on the preliminary flash card tests. 
TABLE X 
h~N SCORES ON FLASH OARD TESTS 
1 No. of 1 Mean 1 S.D. 
Time I Pupils I 
'Before the 
1first 3 weeks 279 6.5§ 8.01 
'Before the 279 1.66 ).60 
'second 3 weeks 
The mean score on the first test was 6.58 with a standard deviation 
of 8.01. The range of scores was from zero to forty-seven. The mean score 
for the second test was 1.66 with a standard deviation of ).6o. The range 
of scores was from zero to sixty. 
It was necessary to establish a level at which a difference could 
l 
be cons i dered significant. Garrett writes that, 11 0learly it is important 
that we have some way o£ estimating the significance of an obtained differ-
ence; that is, some way of telling whether two groups are sufficiently 
different to enable us to say with confidence that no matter how often 
other similarly selected samples are compared, some difference will per-
sist. Furthermore, and equally important, if the obtained difference is not 
significant, we want to know, if possible, how near it approaches to signi-
ficance. A difference is said to be significant when the evidence is strong 
that the result found cannot be attributed solely to accidents of sampling. 11 
The level of significance chosen for this study was ).OO. 
1 Garrett, Henry E., Statistics in Psychology and Education, Longmans, 
Green and Co., 1947, P. 197. 
Table XI shows a comparison of the total scores as measured by the 
story tests at the end of the experiment. 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF TOTAL SCORES ON THE STORY TESTS 
I No • of I I I S • E • I I S • E • I 
Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S • D • 1 M. 1 Diff. 1 Diff. 1 C • R. 
Isolation 1 279 I 24.lj()t 14.67 I .88 I 
4.25 I 1.20 I ~.54 
' Phrase 279 1 20.151 1~.62 I .82 I 
' 
The mean score for isolation was 24.lj() compared to 20.15 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of ~-54 showed a signifi cant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. Scores ranged from zero to sixty for 
both methods. 
Table XII shows a comparison of the total scores as measured by the 
flash card tests at the end of the experiment. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF TOTAL SCORES ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS 
1 No. of 1 1 S. E. 1 1 S. E. 1 
Method 1 Pupils ' Mean 1 S • D • 1 M. 1 Diff. 1 Diff. 1 C • R. 1 
1 Isolation 1 
' Phrase 
279 I 27.4o 1 15.15 I 
279 I 21.52 1 14.76 
.91 ' 
' 5.88 1.27 I 4.6~ 
.88 I 
The mean score for isolation was 27.40 compared to 21.52 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of 4.6~ showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. Scores for isolation ranged from one 
to sixty compared to zero to sixty for phrases. 
Figure 1 shows the total scores as measured by the story tests at 
the end of the experiment. 
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Figure l. Frequency Distributions of the Two Methode 
on .the Story Tests. 
The peak for isolation was reached at thirty-seven frequencies on 
the eleven to fourteen score interval, while the peak for phrases was 
thirty-eight at the five to eight score interval. Both taper off at the 
high score levels. 
Table XIII shows the comparison of the two methods at the end of 
the first three week period as measured by the story tests. 
•I Method 
Isolation 
I Phrase 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST THREE WEEKS 
ON THE STORY TEST 
-" No. of . 1 - I_ s. E. -I I :S. E • . 
I Pu:eils Mean S. D. M. I Dif:f'. I Diff. 
. I 
I 151 125.69 I 15.21 I 1.24 
I I. 4.18 I 1.67 
128 1 21.21 I 12.62 I 1.12 
I 
I c. R • I 
2.;<) 
The mean score for words taught in isolation was 25.69 compared to 
21.51 for phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio 
of 2.50 showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of 
words taught in isolation. 
Table XIV shows the comparison of the two methode at the end of 
the first three week period as measured by the flash card test. 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST THREE WEEKS 
ON THE FlASH CARD TEST 
The mean score for isolation was 28.21 compared to 21.95 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of ).69 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
==~===========--=-=-================================================9F======== 
Table XV shows the comparison of the two methods at the end of 
the second three week period as measured by the story teste. 
6 
I 
I 
Method 
Isolation 
Phrase 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND THREE WEEKS 
ON THE STORY TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I S. E. 
I Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. ' M. I Diff. I Diff. 
128 122.91 I 1~.80 I 1.22 
I ~.94 1.68 
151 '18.97 
' 
14.?4 1.16 
I 
I 
The mean score for isolation was 22.91 compared to 18.97 
c. R.l 
2.~5 I 
for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.~5 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XVI shows the comparison of the two methods at the end of 
the second three week period as measured by the flash card test. 
TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND THREE WEEKS 
ON THE FLASH CARD TEST 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.79 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of iso-
l.ation. 
Table XVII shows the comparison of the two methods as measured 
by the Detroit Word Recognition Teet at the end of the first three week 
period. 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION 
TEST A 
1 No. of 1 s. E. I I s. E. I 
Method I Pu:eile 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. I 0 • R.l 
Isolation 151 I 8.25 I 5.4; .44 
.44 .56 I .79 
I Phrase 128 I z.81 ~.84 .~4 
The mean score for isolation was 8.25 compared to 7.81 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of .79 showed the difference was not eig-
nificant. 
Table XVIII shows the comparison of the two methode as measured 
by the Detroit Word Recognition Teet at the end of the second three 
week period. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION 
TEST B 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I S. E. I 
Method I Pu:eils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. I c~ R.l 
I 
I Isolation 128 I 9.88 I 5.01 .44 
.02 .66 .o; ' 
I Phrase 121 I 2.86 I 6.0~ .49 
The mean score for isolation was 9.88 compared to 9.86 for 
phrases_. The critical ratio of .o; was not a significant difference. 
Table XIX shows a comparison of the scores on the stor.y tests of 
the children who had been taught sixty words by each method. 
Method 
I Isolation 
TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST GROUP 
ON THE STORY TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I S • E. I I s. E. 
I Pu:eils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. 
107 1;5.,S I 14.67 I 1.42 
I 
I C • R. I 
I I 6.60 I 2.02 I ;.27 I 
I Phrase 101 128.z8 • 14.88 I 1.44 
The mean score for isolation was )5.;8 compared to 28.78 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of ;.27 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
Table XX shows a comparison of the scores on the flash card tests 
of the children who had been taught sixty words by each method. 
TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST GROUP 
· ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS 
The mean score for isolation was 40.24 compared to )1.60 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of 4.;6 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
··g 
'·., 
_\ 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of scores for the group who were 
taught sixty words by each method. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of Scores for the First 
Group on the Story Teets. 
The peak for words taught in isolation was reached at twenty-two 
frequencies on the two score intervale from thirty-eight to forty-four, 
while the peak for phrases was ten frequencies at the twenty to twenty-
three score interval. 
.j_.) 
Table XXI shows a comparison of the scores on the story tests of 
the children who had been taught thirty-six words by each method. 
Method 
I Isolation 
I Phrase 
TABLE XXI 
C01~ARISON OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND GROUP 
ON THE STORY TESTS 
1 No. of 1 1 s. E. I 1 S. E. 
I Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. 
10:) 12).05 I 8.58 .85 
I I ;.81 I 1.62 
10~ 112.24 I 2·60 .92 
I 
I C • R.l 
I 2.:)5 I 
The mean score for isolation was 2).05 compared to 19.24 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.:55 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXII shows a comparison of the scores on the flash card 
tests of' the children who had been taught thirty-six words by each 
method. 
Method 
1 Isolation 
1 Phrase 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND GROUP 
ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS 
1 No. of 1 
1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 s. D. 
10:) 
103 
1 25.51 I 8.19 
I 
112.84 I 2•66 
S.E. 1 1 -8. E . 1 
M. I Diff'. I Dif'f. 1C. R. 1 
.81 
1.24 1 4.57 I 
·22 I 
The mean score for isolation was 25.51 compared to 19.84 for 
phrases . The critical ratio of 4.57 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
":.·:t 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of scores for the group who 
were taught thirty-six words by each method. 
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Figure ;. Distribution of Scores for the 
Second Group on the Story Tests. 
Words taught in isolation had tl'IO peaks. One was fifteen fre-
quenciee at the eleven to fourteen score interval and the other fifteen 
frequencies at the twenty to twenty-three score interval. The peak for 
phrases was reached at seventeen frequencies on the seventeen to twenty 
score interval. 
__ : -~ 
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Table XXIII shows a comparison of the sco~es on the story testa 
of the children who had been taught twelve words by each method. 
I 
I 
Method 
Isolation 
Phrase 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE THIRD 
GROUP ON THE STORY TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I 
I PuEils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I 
69 I 9.,5 I 2.71 .,, 
I 1.'6 I 
62 I 1•22 I 2.88 .~4 
S. E. I 
Diff. I C • R.l 
I 
.47 I 2.89 I 
The mean score for isolation was 9.,5 compared to 7.99 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.89 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXIV shows a comparison of the scores on the flash card 
testa of the children who had been taught twelve words by each method. 
Method 
l Isolation 
I Phrase 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE THIRD 
GROUP ON THE FlASH CARD TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I S. E. I 
I PuEils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. 
69 1 10.16 I 2.,9 .29 
I 2.04 
62 I 8.12 I ~.10 .37 
I s. E. I 
I Diff. I C • R. I 
.47 l 4.,4 I 
The mean score for isolation was 10.16 compared to 8.12 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of 4.,4 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
====~==========================================~~========~===---~ 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of scores for the group who 
were taught twelve words by each method. 
Figure 4. Distribution of Scores 
for the Third Group on the Story 
Tests. 
Words taught in isolation reached its peak at twenty-three fre-
quenciee on the twelfth score interval. Phrases bad three peaks; eleven 
frequencies on the sixth score interval, eleven frequencies on the 
eighth interval, and eleven frequencies on the twelfth score interval. 
Table XXV shows the com~rison of scores on the story tests of 
children above 110 I. Q. at the end of the experiment. 
I 
I 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE STORY TESTS OF CHILDREN 
ABOVE 110 I. Q. 
No. of 1 s. E. I I s. E. 
Method I Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. 
Isolation 66 128.90 I 15.15 I 1.86 
I 4.59 I 2.49 
Phrase 66 1 24.~1 I 1~.56 I 1.6z 
I 
I c. R. I 
I 1.84 I 
The mean score for isolation was 28.90 compared to 24.)1 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 1.84 
showed 92 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of iso-
lation. 
Table XXVI shows the comparison of scores on the flash card teste 
of children above 110 I. Q. at the end of the experiment. 
I 
I 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS OF 
CHILDREN ABOVE 110 I. Q. 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I s. E. 
· Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. 
Isolation 66 I ;1.87 I 14.61 I 1.80 
I I 6.18 I 2.55 
Phrase 66 122.62 I 14.z2 I 1.81 
I 
I C • R.l 
I 2.42 I 
The mean score for isolation was )1.87 compared to 25.69 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.42 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXVII shows a comparison of the scores as measured by the 
story tests of the children f rom 100-110 I. Q. 
I 
I 
TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE STORY TESTS OF CHILDREN 
FROM 100-110 I. Q . 
No. of 1 I S • E. I s. E. 
Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. 
Isolation 106 124.49 I 13.77 I 1.24 
I 4.47 I 1.80 
Phrase 106 120.02 I 1~.41 I 1.30 
I Q • R.l 
I 2.48 I 
The mean score for isolation was 24.49 compared to 20.02 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.48 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXVIII shows a comparison of the scores as measured by the 
flash card tests of the children from 100-110 I. Q. 
I 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE FLASH OARD TESTS OF CHILDREN 
FROM 100-110 I • Q. 
1 No. of 1 I S • E. I I s. E. I 
Method 1 Pu:eils I Mean I S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. I C • 
Isolat ion 106 127.67 I 14.70 I 1.43 
R. I 
I I 6.06 I 1.99 1 3•05 I 
I Phrase 106 121.61 I 14 .28 I 1.~2 
The mean score for isolation was 27.67 compared to 21.61 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of 3.05 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
Table XXIX shows the comparison of scores as measured by the 
story tests of the children from 90-99 I. Q. 
I 
Method 
TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE STORY TESTS OF CHILDREN 
FROM 90-99 I. Q. 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I s. E. 
I Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff . 
Isolation 81 12).11 I 14.67 I 1.6) 
I 
I C • R. I 
I ).45 I 2.24 I 1.54 I 
I Phrase 81 1 19.66 I 12.82 I 1.54 
The mean score for isolation was 23.11 compared to 19.66 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 1.54 
showed 86 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
TABLE XXX 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS OF CHILDREN 
FROM 90-99 I • Q. 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 1.83 
showed 92 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXXI shows the comparison of scores as measured by the 
story tests of the children below 90 I. Q. 
TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE STORY TESTS OF CHILDREN 
BELOW 90 I. Q.. 
The mean score for isolation was 17.14 compared to 11.62 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 1.79 
showed 92 chances in 100, that it is a true difference in :f'a.vor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXXII shows the comparison of scores as measured by the 
flash card teste of the children below 90 I. Q.. 
TABLE XXXII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS OF CHILDREN 
BELOW 90 I. Q.. 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.44 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
I' 
,_- 8 
Table XXXIII shows the comparison of scores of boys and girls 
taught by the word in isolation method as measured by the story teste. 
TABLE XXXIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE STORY TESTS 
OF WORDS TAUGHT IN ISOLATION 
The mean score for girls was 28.33 compared to 20.36 for boys. 
The critical ratio of 4.74 showed a significant difference in favor of 
girls. 
Table XXXIV shows the comparison of scores of boys and girls 
taught by the phrase method as measured by the story tests. 
TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE STORY TESTS 
BY THE PHRASE METHOD 
1 No. of 1 
Sex 1 Pupils ' 
1 S. E. 
Mean 1 S • D • ' M • 
' Girls ' 142 I 23.62 I 14.01 I 1.17 
1 Boys 137 I 16.55 I 12.21 I 1.04 
1
. S. E. 1 
I Diff. I Diff. I c • R • ' 
' 7.07 1.57 I 4.50 
The mean score for girls was 23.62 compared to 16.55 for boys. 
The critical ratio of 4.50 showed a significant difference in favor of 
girls. 
-r.g 
- ·, 
Table XXXV shows the comparison of scores of boys and girls 
taught by the word in isolation method as measured by the flash card 
tests. 
I 
I 
TABLE ¥:XXV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE FLASH CARD 
TESTS OF WORDS TAUGHT IN ISOLATION 
1 No. of 1 I S • E. I S. E. I 
Sex 
' 
Pupils I Mean 1 S. D. M. I Diff'. I Dif'f'. I c. R. 
Girls 142 I ;1.12 I 15.06 I 1.26 
7.74 1.76 I 4.40 
Bo;y:s 121 I 22.38 I 14.40 I 1.22 
The mean score for girls was ;1.12 compared to 2;.;8 for boys. 
I 
The critical ratio of 4.40 showed a significant difference in favor of' 
girls. 
Table XXXVI shows the comparison of scores of' boys and girls 
taught by the phrase method as measured by the flash card tests. 
I 
I 
TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE FlASH CARD 
TESTS BY THE PHRASE METHOD 
1 No. of 1 . I s. E. I I s. E. 
Sex I Pupils I Mean I S. D. I M. I Diff'. I Diff'. I c. R. 
Girls 142 I 25.00 I 15.18 I 1.27 
7.25 1.71 I 4.24 
Bo;y:e 137 I 11·12 I 12.38 I 1.14 
The mean score for girls was 25.00 compared to 17.75 for boys. 
The critical ratio of' 4.24 showed a significant difference in favor of' 
girls. 
J . 
I 
Table XXXVII shows the comparison of scores for girls by both 
methods as measured by the story tests. 
TABLE XXXVII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OBTAINED BY GIRLS ON THE STORY TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I ' S. E. I 
Method I Pu:eils I Mean I S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. I c. R.l 
I 
I Isolation 142 128.;; I 14.;4 t 1.20 
I I 4.71 t 1.68 I 2.80 I 
I Phrase 142 122.62 I 14.01 I 1.11 
The mean score for isolation was 28.;; compared to 2;.62 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.80 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XXXVIII shows the comparison of scores for girls by both 
methods as measured by the flash card teste. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OBTAINED BY GIRLS ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS 
Method 
1 Isolation 
1 Phrase 
1 No. of 1 
I Pu:eils I 
1 S.E. 1 1 S.E. 1 
142 
142 
Mean 1 S • D • 1 M. 1 Diff. 1 Diff. 1 C • R. 1 
I ;1.12 I 15.06 I 1.26 
I 6.12 
I 25.00 I 15.18 I 1.21 
I 1. 79 I ; • 4; I 
I 
The mean score for isolation was ;1.12 compared to 25.00 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of ;.4; showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of ecorea · obtained by girls on 
the story tests by each method. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of Scores Obtained by Girls 
on the Story Teets. 
The peak for words taught in isolation was reached at fourteen 
frequencies at the twenty-nine to thirty-two score interval, while the 
peak for phrases was fifteen frequencies at the twenty-six to twenty-
nine score interval. 
. 3 
Table XXXIX shows the comparison of scores for boys by both 
methods as measured by the story tests. 
TABLE XXXIX 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OBTAINED BY BOYS ON THE STORY TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I s. E. I 
Method • Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff •• C. R. I 
I Isolation 1)7 I 20.)6 1 1).8) I 1.18 
I I ).81 I 1.57 I 2.42 
I Phrase 1~1 • 16.221 12.21 I 1.04 
The mean score for isolation was 20.)6 compared to 16.55 for 
phrases. The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 2.42 
showed 98 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
Table XL shows the comparison of scores for boys by both methods 
as measured by the flash card teste. 
TABLE XL 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OBTAINED BY BOYS ON THE FLASH CARD TESTS 
1 No. of 1 I s. E. I I s. E. I 
Method I Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. I M. I Diff •1 Diff. I C. R. 
. I 
I Isolation 1)7 I 2).)81 14.lC I 1.2) 
I 5.6) I 1.68 I ).)5 
• Phrase 121 I 11-121 12.38 I 1.14 
The mean score for isolation was 2).)8 compared to 17.75 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of ).)5 showed a significant difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
CHA.PJ;'ER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was an attempt to present additional data on the effect 
of teaching new words in isolation and in phrases in beginning reading. 
The two methode were evaluated to discover: 
1. The effect on acquiring a eight vocabulary 
2. Effect on reading achievement 
'· Effect on different intelligence levels, and 
4. Effect on learning rates of boys and girls. 
Teets were given to determine readiness for reading, intelligence, 
and words known before the teaching began. These tests were given to two 
hundred eighty-nine children in ten first grades. 
Five first grades were taught new words tn isolation and the other 
five new words in phrases for three weeks. The methods were rotated so 
that those who were taught words in isolation first were taught words in 
phrases during the second three weeks and those who were taught words in 
phrases first were taught them in isolation the second three weeks. 
Five new words were presented each day for four days a week to 
I 
the I 
group ' top group, three words to the middle group, and one word to the lower 
Ten minutes was the time allotted for the teaching periods. Ten additional 
minutes were used in playing a game accompanying the lesson. A written 
lesson was supplied for each day and a general review was given each fifth 
day. The experiment continued for thirty successive school days. 
Individual oral reading tests, individual flash card tests, and the 
1 
Detroit Word Recognition Teets were given at the end of the first three 
1 The Detroit Word Recognition Tests, World Book Company 
I 
:;J~ 
"'-· ·1._11 
weeks and again at the close of the experiment to measure reading 
achievement. 
Conclusions: 
1. Differences between the two methode in each area studied were 
consistently in favor of words taught in isolation. 
2. The data on the total population showed a significant di ffer-
ence in favor of words taught in isolation both on the story 
teats and flash card tests. 
). At the end of the first three weeks the difference in the two 
methods wa.s significant again in favor of words taught in iso-
lation on the flash card teet. The critical ratio of 2.50 on 
the story test while not significant wa.s in favor of words 
taught in isolation. 
4. Data on the second three week period showed the difference in 
favor of words taught in isolation on both tests although it 
wa.s not significant. 
5· The difference shown on results of . the Detroit Word Recognition 
Test at the end of both periods was not significant. Few of the 
words in the test had been included in the teaching program. 
6. Data studied on the basis of the learning rate showed: 
a. First Group. The difference was significant in favor of 
words taught in isolation on both story and flash card 
tests. 
b. Second Group. On the story test the difference was high in 
favor of words taught in isolation, but not significant. 
There was a significant difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation on the flash card tests. 
c. Third Group. The difference on the story tests while high 
in favor of words taught in isolation was not significant. 
Flash card test results revealed a significant difference 
in favor of words taught in isolation. 
7. Data on intelligence levels showed the following: 
a. Above 110 I. Q. The differences at this level were in 
favor of words taught in isolation, but not significant. 
b. 100-110 I. Q. Results on the story teet showed the differ-
ence in favor of words taught in isolation high, but not 
significant. There was a significant difference in favor of 
words taught in isolation on the flash card tests. 
c. 90-99 I. Q. Again, the difference was in favor of words 
taught in isolation, but not significant on either test. 
d. Below 90 I. Q. The differences on both tests were in 
favor of words taught in isolation, but not significant •. 
8. Data on sex differences showed: 
a. Boys and Girls. Significant differences were in favor of 
girls on the results of each teet. In other words, girls 
learned more than the boys by both methods. 
b. Girls. Results on the flash card tests showed a significant 
difference in favor of words taught in isolation. On the 
story tests the difference was high in favor of words 
taught in isolation also, but not significant. 
~==~==========================~=-=-==-===-=====~========= 
c. Boys. There was a significant difference in favor of words 
taught in isolation on the flash card tests. The difference 
on the story tests was high in favor of words taught in 
isolation, but not significant. 
9. Educational Implication. From this study it would appear that 
teaching a new word in isolation rather than in a phrase at 
the beginning of grade one would be a better teaching pro-
cedure. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
I. Problems suggested from analysis of the data in this study: 
1. To study the consistency with which pupils attain to their 
learning rate over a period of time. 
2. To study the effect of presenting words by enrichment with 
pictures versus enrichment verbally. 
;. To study the effect of emotional reactions of children who 
are compelled to read at home versus those who are not. 
II. Problems suggested during the testing program: 
1. To administer the same teste to children who were not on the 
experiment for comparison of growth. 
2. To study the correlation between the ability to recognize 
isolated words and the ability to recognize the same words in 
content materials. 
APPENDIX A 
TEAOHTiiiG EXERCISES FOR THE EXPERIMENT 
FIRST GROUP - WORDS I 
I 
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U.<~SSON ONE 
~lORDS TO 3E: PRSSSNTED ON FLASH CARDS 
Dick Look (look) oh (Oh) Jane See (see ) 
V!RI TTSN EXERC I SE TO AGCOMPAI•.fi Thl<3 LSSSON : 
Directions : This is a matc hing exercise. Have the children match the 
vwrd on the left to t he one on t he right which is the same. Use ci'ayons 
and c hang e to a different color with eac h word. 
See Dick 
Dick see 
look Oh 
oh Jane 
Jane look 
Look oh 
Oh See 
see Look 
GAME : 11 FIS ~-HNG 11 
Use the same flash cards which 'ilere used in presenting the words. Turn 
them face dO\m on a table. Let a child pick up and read each card. The 
cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which he caught. 
Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to pick up all the 
cards. The one i1ho is able to catch more fish by reading t hem correctly 
vlins t he game. If time permits, let them play it again. 
i:/ORD ENRI CHMENT : 
Dick - Dick is a boy 1 s name. 
look - It means to look at something or call attention to something . 
oh - This shows surprise. You say, 11 0h 11 v1hen you get hurt. 
Jane - Jane is a girl 1 s name. 
see - You may see something . It sometimes means to understand something . 
I 
LESSON TiVO 
1,1fORDS TO BE PRESEN'rED ON FLASH CARDS 
funny (Funny) Baby and Spot come (Come) 
WRITTEN EXERC I SE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON : 
Directions: Dra\i a line through the word that does not belong in 
the horizontal line. 
funny funny fancy funny 
Baby Baby Baby Body 
an and and and 
Spot Spot Spot Spit 
come come came come 
GAME : 11 FISHING 11 
For directions see lesson one. Include ',·;ords v;hich \o;ere taught in 
lesson one. 
'VIORD ENRI CrlJENT : 
funny - Somet hing funny makes you laugh . It may be a funny picture, a 
funny person, or funny clothes. 
Baby - You were once a little bab:~r. 
and - You speak of you and somebody else. Here is an apple and an orange. 
Spot - This is t he dog 1 s name in t he story. It may be a spot on a dress. 
It may be a place like 'that spot.' 
come - Come in the house. Come to the party. 
LESSON TH..'REE 
~;lORDS TO BE PP.ESENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
Run (run) Puff jump (Jump) Tim up (Up) 
\V RITTEN EXERC I SE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON 
Directions Circle all words which are the same as t he top word. 
Run Puff run jump Tim !:!E. Jump Q£ 
f'unny Puff' ran jam Time up Jumbo pull 
R1.m and rut jump The until Jump put 
Baby Puf'f run jot Tim to Jim Up 
Spot Put run juice Tip up Jot pup 
Run Puff rat jump Tim on Jump Up 
GAiviE : 11 FI SHING 11 
For directions see lesson one. Include all words which have been 
taught. 
Run - This means to go f'ast. Have a child do it. 
Puff - It is t he name of t he kitten in the story. It may be a cover to 
put over you on the bed to keep warm. You puff when you run or 
walk f'ast. A steam engine puffs. 
jump - You can jump rope, jump over something, or jump when frightened. 
Let a child jump. 
Tim- It is the teddybear 1 s name in the story. 
up - It means to climb up, go up in an airplane, walk up some stairs, or 
go up a hill. You blow up a balloon. 
LESSON FOUR 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
go (Go) down (Dotm) ~.Vork (work, \~arks, works) Father Mother 
WRI'rTEN EXSRCISE TO ACCOMPAT\TY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the words t hat begin with the same letter as the 
word at t he top. 
go down \~ark Father Mother 
get do Vain Eat Nancy 
so bone i'le Even Many 
game dot run Fun New 
GAME : II FI SHING 11 
For directions see lesson one. Include all words which have been 
taught. 
go - A car can go. Children can go pla~es. Discuss. 
dovm - It means to put something down, go dmm a hill, or down some 
stairs. 
work - Father goes to work to earn some money. Mother does the work 
around the house. Discuss. 
Father - Discuss. 
Mother - Discuss. 
···-:~ · ,..t_-:) 
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LESS ON FIVE 
This is a review lesson. 
All words which have been taught are printed on small strips 
of colored paper. They are placed in an envelope. There is an envelope 
for each ch ild containing all the words. 1l{rite the names of t he child-
ren on the envelopes so that you >vill be able to use them the f ollm.,r-
ing 1tleek. 
Call each child joo your desk individually. Open his envelope 
and have him read all the words to you. ~'lords which he misses must be 
put bac k in t he envelope. The slips on i'lhich are written the \'lords he 
knm.,rs may be pasted and made into a chain. The c hain may be hung up 
i n t he room wi th the child 1 s name on it. 
They will be eager to make a nice long chain. 
LESSON SIX 
iiJORDS TO BE PRESE~ITED ON FLASH CARDS: 
play (Play) helps (Helps, help, Help) away (Away) big (Bi g ) 
little (Little) 
\VRI TTEN EXE RCTSE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw lines with crayons matching t he \Wrd on t he lef t to 
the one in t he house which is like it. 
play 
away 
big 
helps 
little 
big 
play 
little 
helps 
away 
helps 
a\-ray 
play 
big 
little 
play 
little 
away 
helps 
big 
away 
big 
play 
helps 
little 
II 
II 
_I 
LESSON S IX (continued) 
GA~lS : 11 GRAB-BOX 11 
Directions: Place all the flash cards with vwrds on them in a box 
including all words which have been taught to date. Let each child have 
a 1g rab 1 • I f he is unable to read t he word correctly, he must put it at 
the bottom of the box. Have the children take turns until all cards 
have been used. The child with the greatest number of cards at the end 
wins the game. 
If t ime permits, play it a ga in. 
NORD E.NRICHIENT : 
play - You can play ball, play house, or play games. Discuss . 
he lps - A little g irl helps her mother '·tash dishes . A little boy helps 
his father clean his car. Discuss. 
big - Discuss t hings that are big. Have the children name all the t h ing s 
they can think of that are big. 
away - One may go away on a train, bus, or car. 
little - Ta lk about things that are little. Chic kens and mice are small. 
Some books are small in comparison to others. 
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LESSON SEVEN 
\'fORDS 'rO '8E PHES©TTED 0!\T FLASH CARDS: 
is not the my (My) can (Can) 
VlRITTfi:N' 3XERCI .SE TO ACC OMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the follO\ving i'fords on the board. (is, not, the, my, 
can) The children have papers i·lith words on them as t hey are belo• . .,. . 
Draw a circle around the word in the g roup which is like the one the 
teacher frames on t he board. Begin with t he colwnn at t he left. 
is no them me can 
it not then my cane 
in noon the by cat 
GA.i:':lE : 11 GMB- BOX 11 
For di rections see lesson six. Include all words which have been 
taught previously . 
WORD ::.NRI OHtfE'J.ITT : 
is - He is going home. He is here. 
not - He is not going to t he party. He is not at home. 
the -The man is coming no,t. 1tlas that the doorbell? 
my - j::ty ca r is outside. My pencil is b ro ken. That is my boo k . 
can - I can find t he ba ll. Beans , peas, and t omatoes may be bought 
in a can. !\~other 'l'li 11 can the tomatoes . 
.o 
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LESSON EI GHT 
VWR.DS ro BE PRESKiTTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
f ind (Find) I makes (make) 
·)vRITT 8::N EXERC I SE TO ACCOMPANY T it~ LEC")SON : 
someth ing blue 
Directions : Dra'V/ a line f rom t he word on t h e left to t he one on t he 
ri ght w~1ich is t he same. Use cray ons and change after each wo rd. 
find blue 
I somet hing 
makes f ind 
something makes 
blue I 
GA!;~ : ''GRAB- BOX 11 
For directions see lesson six. Include all ~mrds \vh ic h have been 
tau g ht previously. 
find - T r y t o f ind the pin . Find t he picture . 
I - ;;/hen y ou speak of y ourself y ou say , 11 I 11 • 
makes - r:Iothe r ma kes cakes . Father makes thing s f or t h e house . Di s cuss. 
someth ing - Are you look i n g fo r someth ing? Is somethin g wrong? Some-
t h i ng may be anything . 
blue - It, is a colOl' . T~a ve ::;, c l1ild name t h e ch ild re n ''ho a re \•rearing 
~ ornething b l ue . 
=========---- --
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LESSON NI NE 
ViOFmS TO BE PRESE~TTED 01--T FLASH CARDS : 
yellow red cars (car) boats (boat ) Sally 
\'lRITTKN EY.ERCTSE TO AGCOi':iPANY 'rHE LESSON : 
Directions: DraN a line t h rough the 1-rord that does not belong in t he 
hor:izontal line. Use crayons. 
yello\v ya'm yellm-1 yellm-1 
reed red red red 
cars cars cars ca re 
boats boats boots boats 
Polly Sally .Sally Sally 
GAME~ : 11 GRA.B- BOX 11 
For directions see lesson six. Include all liords i'lhich have been 
taught p reviously. 
yellmv - Have thd children name everything they can think of that is 
yel low. 
red - Let t he children find everything that is red in t he room. 
cars - Ca rs are to ride in. Children have play cars. There are cars to a 
train and subway cars. Discuss. '· 
boats - There are big boats and little boats. Canoes are little boats. 
Discuss • 
. / Sally· Tnis is a g irl 1 s name. 
I 
! 
LESSON TEN 
This is a review lesson. 
All 1wrds vThich have been taught t h is week are printed on small 
strips of colored paper a n d p laced in each c hild's e nvelope. 
Let each c h ild rea d a ll t he words in his envelope including 
t hose t hat he missed t he f irst week a nd '\'TaB unable to put on his c ha in. 
Proc eed as bef ore putting vwrds t hat t he child misses back in 
the enve lope. Those he lmo.,.rs are added to h is chain. 
'1'!1is is an individual weekly test. 
LESSON ELEVEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESE?,TTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
wants said it ball to 
\1RITTEN EXERC I SE TO .ACCOMPANY THE LESSON : 
Directions: Circle all i'I'Ords \'rh ich are t he same as the top \'lo rd. 
wants said it ball to 
went sat in be ll too 
wants say it bill to 
\'Then said ill ball two 
'ltrhat sail if boll top 
wants save is ball tot 
GAI\ill: : 11 !v!A IL- CARRIER" 
Directions: Pass out t he flash cards including all 1wrds which have 
been taught. Give one to each ch ild until all are g iven out. Each child 
reads the 'ltlords on each of his cards which he received . All t hose he 
could read are considered delivered. Those he holds in his hands are 
11 dead letters. 11 The chi ld who holds the least cards at t he end of the 
game \tins . 
If time permits, play it a gain. 
':lORD ENRICHlvfENT : 
wants - The baby 1'i'ants his mother. Po l l y wants a cracker. 
said - You have said that before. 
it - It vlill soon be time to g o home . 1 It 1 may be almost anything . 
ball - You play with a ball. You can make a snm1ball . Discuss. 
to - Please go t o the store. Give t his pencil to y our friend. 
I 
L 
LESSON T\vE LVE 
1,'/0 RDS TO BE PRB;SSriTED ON FLASH CAP~S: 
me in we you (You) here (Here) 
Vf~ITTEN EXERCI SE TO ACCOMPA:HY THE LESSON: 
Direct ions : Ci rcle the \'lords which beg in with the same letter as the 
word at t he top. 
me in we you he re 
men it me yet kept 
no end will get hear 
met if met yellow how 
man jot well g o lm0\'1 
net into man g reen hat 
GAME : 11 ~:lA IL-CA HRIER 11 
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all vwrds which have been 
taught. 
me - They gave me a party. Please pass me the book. 
in - Candy v1a s in t he box. The dog is in the house. 
we - 1.'/e are in school. \'le like to play. 
you - Do you like to play ga mes? You are in the f irst grade. 
here - Please put the eraser here. He re is a pencil. Plea se come here. 
LESSON. THIRTEEN 
VfORDS 'fO B;!; PRESEI,TTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
for cookies three (Three) one vlhere (Where) 
'ilRITTE::-J EXERC I SE TO ACCOMPANY TH':£ LESSON: 
Directions: DravT a line from t he word on the lef t which matches t he 
one in t he ba 11. Use crayons . 
cookies 
for 
t h ree 
one 
vlhere 
one 
cookies 
'tlhe re 
for 
t h ree 
f or 
t h ree 
one 
where 
cookies 
\'>'here 
f or 
cookies 
three 
one 
three 
one 
vi here 
f or 
cookies 
;/5 
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LESSON THIRTERN (continued) 
GAME : 11 ~.1A. IL-OAERIER 11 
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all vmrds vlhich ha ve been 
taught. 
\'lORD ENRI OHMI£NT: 
f or - Th i s is f or you. \~hat \·TOu ld you like f or Christmas? 
coo kies - Ta l k a bout t he kinds they like t he best. 
t h ree - Shovl t h ree of' various objects. 
one - Shov1 one book , one penc i 1, and one crayon . 
where - ~/he re i s t he c loc k? \~here i s t he door? 
' 
~---
LESSON FOURTEEN 
':fORDS TO BE PRSS:S'J:.TTED 0!1T FLASH CARDS: 
a (A) two house family fun 
VIRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE: LESS ON : 
Directions: Print the fol lo>ving Nords on the board. ( a, tvro, house, 
fami ly, fun) The ch i ldren have papers \'lith vrords on t hem. They c ircle 
t he words t h.a t t he teac her f rames on the boa rd. Tell them to beg i n with 
the cohunn on t he left. 
a two house fami ly f un 
at to horse happily f u..>my 
ah too mouse famine f ound 
~AME : 11 MA IL-CARRil!:R11 
For directions s e e lesson eleven. Include all >-Iords which have been 
taught. 
1tlORD E:\J RIC ~llffiNT : 
a - It may be a boo k , a penc il, or a crayon. It means one. 
h,ro- Shm·l two of various articles. 
house - Discuss . A house is to live in. 
fami l y - Talk about t he members of their family. 
fun - It is fLm to play . It is fun to slide. Let t he ch ildren te ll a bout 
t h e things t hey think are f un to do. 
LESSON FIFTEEN 
This is a review lesson. 
All \-.rords which have been taught this week are printed on small 
strips of colored paper and placed in each child 1s envelope. 
Let each child read all the words in h is envelope including those 
that he missed on the other two review lessons and t-Tas unable to put 
on his chain. 
Proceed as before putting words t hat t he child misses back in the 
envelope . Those he knows are added to his chain. 
'rhis is an individual weekly test. 
LESSON SIX'rEEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLAS~ CARDS : 
this (This) guess (Guess) yes (Yes) who ( i.IJho) no (No) 
\lRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACC OMPANY THE LESSON : 
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Dra-v; a line from the \·lOrd on 
the left to the one on the right which is t he same. Use crayons. 
This Guess 
guess no 
yes This 
this \"Vho 
Guess guess 
\"Vho this 
no yes 
GAME : 11 ':f0RD- UP 11 
Fass out the flash cards to the children. Have t hem take turns turming 
up a card on their piles, reading it, and then placing it \"VOrd up in the 
center o f t he table . Each word will be on three different cards to make 
t he game more interesting and g ive more practice. When a child turns up a 
card like one that is already in the center of t he table, any child may 
say, 11 \'lord-up. 11 The first one to say it may pick up all the cards in t he 
middle of the table. He may place them at the bottom of his pile. The one 
who has t he most cards at t he end wins the game . It may be played over and 
over for practice. 
t his - I like this story. 
guess - Guess what animal likes carrots. Guess who \vill win the game. 
yes - \fuen R-~other says, 11 Yes 11 , it means that you may go. 
vlho - \'lho is at t he door? ~/ho \vill be the leader? 
no - When Mother says, 11 No, 11 it means that you cannot do some-thing . 
======--=--=-=--=--~--- - --
LESSON SEVENTEEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
what (vfhat ) are do (Do) 
i'IRI TTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY 'l'HE LESSON: 
too wi 11 ('tli ll) 
Directions: Draw a line through t he word that does not be long in the 
horizonta l line. Use crayons. 
what 
art 
do 
too 
will 
GM1E : 11 \'fORD-UP 11 
want 
are 
do 
too 
well 
what 
are 
does 
too 
vlill 
are 
do 
to 
vlill 
For di rections see lesson s ixteen. Include the words taught yesterday. 
v1hat - \~hat is your name? \mat story do you like best? 
are - There are boys and girls here. Are you happy to be in school? 
do - Mary helps l\<fother do t he dishes . Do you like cookies? 
too - There are too many tables in the room. It may mean too much or too 
little of something. 
will - Will you go to t he store? You will like our new games. 
==11=========================--==-----------
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LESSON EIGHTEEN 
i10RDS TO BE PRESEl\J"'TED ON FLASH CARDS : 
please (Please) she (She) laughed pretty (Pretty) v1hite 
1;'TRI TTEN EXERC I SE TO ACCOHPANY THE LESSON : 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same a a t he top vvo rd. 
please she Please She laughed pretty white 
place she Plead Shoe laughed pretty when 
please shoe Please She laughed petty \vhi te 
plead she Please Shut laugh pretty vlhich 
please shut Place Ship laughed petty white 
For directions see les s on sixteen . Include all words which have been 
taught. 
i/JQRD ENRI CHJENT : 
please - You say 1Please 1 to be polite when you ask for sometfuing . 
she - This means a 1voman or a girl. 
laughed - Jane laughed at something funny. Jane laughed from being happy. 
pretty - Someone \'Tho looks well is said to be pretty. There are pretty 
colors and prett y clothes. Discuss. 
white - Some paper is \vhite. Snovl is 'tlhite . Discuss. 
==~====~~==~~~=-======--=-~-=~~================ 
LESSON NINE'fEEN 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON Fh~SH CARDS: 
eat four he get ride 
i'/RITTEN EXERC I SE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle t he words that begin 'l'li t h t he same letter as the 
word at t he top. 
eat four he get ride 
easy laugh keep yet run 
at fat heat g o eat 
own fun hum get rat 
oven let kitty you no 
GAME: : 11 ':!0RD- UP 11 
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include all words \'lhich have been 
taught. 
eat - \'fe eat when we are hungry. We like nice things to eat. Discuss. 
fou r - Have t he child ren pic k out f our books , pencils, c rayons, etc. 
he - It means a man or a boy . 
get - Get t he mail. I t means to bring it . Sometimes v1e get sick. Discuss. 
ride - \'!e may go f or a ride in a car, bus, or train. "He ride on a horse . 
======1~--
IL I LESSON T\•TENTY 
This is a revie\1 lesson. Use the ladder for this. 
Test each child individually on t he \'-lOrds v1h ich v1ere t a ught during 
the past \•le ek. \'lords are on small strips of paper enclosed in an en-
velope. There is a set f or ea c h child. Put t he ch ild's name on his en-
velope. 
For each '>'lOrd that the c h ild lawNs he is g iven a star to place on 
t he f irs t rung of h is ladder. It vlill be easier to test on all 1vords re-
p l acing all those he does not lmO\v in t he envelope. Count the \'lOrds he 
lmev1 a nd put t he munber on h is l a dde r. Give t he sta rs out lat er to all 
ch ildren at the same t.ime. 
The l a dde rs may be hung u p i n t he room s o that t h e children can 
see them. 1:'/ri te t he child's na me at the top if he cannot do it himself . 
r (. u 
WOF.DS 'rO BE PRESSHTSD mT FL.i\.SH CARDS : 
went at Grandmother Grandfather 
\1RI'fTEJ.,T LESSON TO ACCOMPANY: 
Directions: ?!Js. tch t he vmrd on the left to the one in t he house. Draw 
t he lines with cray·ons. 
at 
Grandmoth er 
f arm 
Grandfather 
vlent 
Grandmother 
Grand father 
at 
farm 
went 
at 
v-1ent 
Grand father 
Grandmother 
farm 
Grandmother 
at 
\vent 
Grand father 
f arm 
f arm 
\'Tent 
at 
Grandmother 
Grand father 
LESSON T1'iE:01TY-ONE (continued) 
GAl'JiE : II BANKER II 
Directions: The children sit in chairs in a row. The teacher g ives 
each child a turn using the flash cards. All vmrds which have been 
taught to date are included. I f a child misses 1:1hen it is his turn, the 
next child may get it if he lmov1s what it says. Continue around until 
all the flas h cards have been given out. At t he end of the game the 
ch ild who has t he largest number of dards is the banker. 
\vent - He went to schoo 1. He went home. They v1ent to a pa rty. 
at- Mothe r is at h ome. You are at school. Look at t he picture. 
farm This is a p lace vlhe re animals and vegetables are raised. Let the 
c h i l dren name some. 
Gr andmother - Discuss. 
Grandfather - Discuss. 
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LESSON T1•1lENTY- Ti"IO 
\'lORDS 'rO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CA RDS : 
hello (Hello) bow-wow ( Bow-wow) say pony horses 
\'lRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Direct ions: \'l rite the follm'ling v10rds on t he board. (hello, bow-i-row, 
say, pony, horses ) The children have papers with words on t hem. Underline 
the >vord in the g roup that t he teacher frames on the board . Begin with 
the list on the left. 
hello co>v-cow pay bony horses 
j ello bow-\vow bay bunny house 
bellow mew-mew say f unny houses 
me llmv how hmv ga y pony mouse 
For d irections see lesson t;tenty-one. Include a ll words vrhich have 
been taught. 
\'lORD EHRICmtt::!:NT : 
hello - You say this when you meet someone and when you ansvre r the 
telephone . 
bow- wow - it/hen a dog talks he says, n B o vl-\i ot·J . 11 
say - v•le say \'lOrds \then \'le speak . 
pony- A pony is a baby horse . Ask how many have seen one and \'Jhere . 
horses - Discuss their uses. They are used to ride on and also to work on 
I 
the farm. 
==~================~--===~~=============================9j======= 
LESSON T'.•!ENTY-THREE 
':lORDS TO B3.: PRE:SE:H'rED ON FLASH JA~ms : 
on fast g ood hen 
\lfRITTEN EX:SRCISE TO ACDO:MPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the v10rd 
on t he left to t he one on the right 1.;hich is the same. Use crayons. 
on saw 
fast hen 
good on 
fast 
hen good 
I 
GAME : 11 BANKER 11 II 
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all words vvhich have 
been taught. 
\VORD ENRICH:M~N'r: 
on- A book is on the table. This paper is on top. 
fast - A ca r can go fast. \'lhen we run \"''e g o fast. An airplane goes fast. 
good - Cookies are good. Children who are g ood are happy. 
sa\.; - i·/e saw you coming . We use a saw to cut wood. 
hen - A hen lays e ggs. A hen lives on the farm. 
LESSON T\'/ENTY- FOUR 
jORDS TO BE PRESENTED m~ FLASH CARDS : 
eggs cluck (Cluck) ran have chickens 
1:/RIT'fEN EXERCIS~ 'l'O ACCOl\1PANY TH.."-!: LESSON : I 
Directions: Dra\'r a line through the i•rord that does not belong in the lj 
horizontal line. II 
e ggs legs eggs e ggs 
c lock clu ck cluck cluck 
ra n ran run ran 
have have pave have 
ch icks chic kens chickens chickens 
For directions see lesson tNenty-on.e. Include all vvords \'lhich have 
been taught. 
'.VORD S:.JRICillEI·IT : 
eggs - Hens lay eggs. Mother uses e ggs to coo k . Eggs are good to eat. 
cluck - A hen say s, 11 Cluc k . 11 It is the i'lay s he talks . 
ran - He ran very fast. The car ran into a tree . 
have - You have a cold. Sometimes you have to do something . 
chic kens - They are baby hens. Talk about them. 
- ---- - --------===--c=o-
I 
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LESSON TWENTY-FIVE 
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this. 
Test each child individually as bef ore on a ll the words \•Thich 
have been taught during t he week. Include those that he missed and 
were returned to the envelope last week. 
Proceed as in lesson t wenty . 
LESS ON TV/EN'TY -SIX 
1
.'/0RDS ·ro BE PRESEN·r ED ON FLAS.H .CARDS : 
but barn they (They} black did 
1;'/RITTEN EXERC I SE TO ACCOMPANY THE LEBSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as t h e top word. 
but barn they black did 
but darn then back bid 
put bark t hey black dip 
dot barn that black did 
but part they black bit 
GAHE : 11 CAP1'AIN 11 
Directions: Have t he children sit in their chairs in a roi'l. The 
teacher shows the f lash card to the first child. If he misses, he must go 
to the end of the line and sit in t he last chair. All t he ch ildren move 
up one cha ir. The f irst chai r is the captain's chair. See \vho can s i t in 
the capt a in's cna ir longest. 
If the second ch ild la1ows t he Nord, the teacher places it in her lap 
and shoi'ITS t he next word i n t he pile to t he next child and so on. If time 
permits, she may g o through the cards a gain. 
Include all words which have been t aught. 
but- We 1d like to play longer, but Mother does not want us to. 
barn - Farme rs keep hay i n the barn. Encourag e discus sion. 
they - 1They 1 means more than one. They like to play ball. It means more 
than one boy or girl or more than one g rO\m-up like fathers and 
mothers. 
black - Have the children name t hings in the room 'fthich are black. 
did - Billy did the errand f or mother. Did you like the story? 
., -.. ~~~ 
.:yrv 
I 
~~======-=-~==~~========~==-==============~ii Si 
LESSON T\VE:J:.TTY- SEVEN I 
HORDS TO BE PR-q:SENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
cat kittens dog pigs COWS 
\'lRITTEN EXERCISE TO AGCOMPAf-TY TH.'i: LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all \'lords that begin vrith t he same letter as t he 
word at the top. 
cat kittens dog pigs C0'>/S 
cat little boy dig earn 
can lame do pit cot 
car kid bag pat came 
cab lamp bob din eat 
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all words which have 
been taught. 
\'lORD ENRICHI:LENT : 
cat - Discuss. A cat catches mice. It drinks milk. 
kittens - Kittens a re baby cats • . Find out hov.,r many have kittens at home. 
dog - A dog is a good friend. Talk about them. 
pigs - Pi gs have curly t ai ls. They are used for meat. 
C0\'19 - Cows give us milk. \'le eat t heir meat, too. 
LESSON 'r '.vi!:!-ITY-EI GHT 
~.vORDS TO BE PHESSJTED ON FLASr-1 CAHDS : 
wanted mew ( Mevr) with eat ate 
\'IRITTEN EXERO I SE TO ACCOI.fPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the vrord on the left which matches t he 
vrord in the ball. Use crayons. 
meiv 
sat 
i'<'ith 
wanted 
ate 
ate 
v1anted 
me\'r 
vdth 
sat 
sat 
wanted 
ate 
mew 
vrith 
1-.r i th 
ate 
sat 
vranted 
me\v 
vranted 
sat 
ate 
mew 
;;ri th 
LESSON T\llENTY-EI GHT (continued) 
GM.1:S : 11 CAPTA I N11 
For directions see lesson t1venty-six. Include all >vords v;hich have 
been taught. 
\'lORD E:NRICHMl~NT : 
'I'Tanted - Tom 1vanted to tell the story. Mary wanted s ome candy . 
mew- A ca. t says, 11 :1-:lew. 11 
\¥ith - Will you g o to school 11ith me? Susan put the pencils vlith the 
crayons. 
sat - Da d sat in the easy chair. 
ate - Billy a te dinner. r/Iary ate an apple. 
LESSON TvlENTY-NINE 
pets (Pet) home rabbit thank (Thank) ducks (duck) 
WRITTEN EXf::RC I SE TO ACC OMPANY THE LESSON : 
Direc Lions: Print the f ollovdng words on the board. ( pets, pet , home, 
:rabbit, thank, ducks, duck) The children have papers vli th t he v10 rds on 
them. Circ le t he word in the g roup which is t.he sarne a s t he one t] ·re 
teacher f':rar.1e s on t he board . Beg i n 1·1 i th t he co lu.mn on the l <:Jft . 
pets pet hov.se 1' 8.. bbi t U:.ink clucl:: bunk:::: 
p0ts pot bone robber than buck bucks 
pats pat home rubble thank bunk ducks 
GAI·:iE : 11 DAPTA IN11 
For directions se e lesson tHenty-six. Include all h'ords vlhich have 
been taught • 
pets - Dogs, cats, rabbits, and canaries are all pets. Let the children 
name mo re. 
home - Ta l k about home. 
rabbit - A rabbit has long ears. He likes carrots and lettuce. 
thank It is polite to tb.an_l.c a person for doing sometl1ing or f or a gift. 
ducks - Ducks like the Hater. They Svlim very \'/ell. 
LESSON THIRTY 
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this. 
Test each chi l d individually as before on all 11Wrds >Vhich have 
been taught during the 111eek. Include those that he missed and vrere 
returned to the envelope during the past t111o weeks. 
Proceed as in lesson twenty. 
FIRST GROUP- PHRASES 
LESSON ONE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESEJIITED ON FLASH CARDS : 
Look, Dic k Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look Look, Jane See , see 
VlRITTEN EXE 'Rr:JISE TO .t,CCOMPANY TH~ LSSS011J : 
Directions: Thi s is a matc hing exercise. Have the children match the 
phr ase on t he lef t to t he one on the right which is the same. Have t hem 
use crayons a nd change to a di ffe rent color vli th each phrase. 
Look, Dick See , see 
Oh, oh , Dic k Dic k , look 
Di c k , look Look, Dic k 
Look, Jane See Dick 
See, see Oh, oh, Dic k 
See Dick Loo k , Jane 
GM;;E : 11 FISHDTG 11 
Di rec t ions: Us e t he same flash cards wh ich vrere used i n pre s enting the 
phrases. Turn them fa ce down on a tab le. Let a child pic k up and read 
each card . The cards \'lhich he picks up and reads correct l y count as f ish 
\•Thich he caught. Put h i s score on the board. Let ea ch child have a turn 
to pick up all the cards. The one \'Tho is able to catch more f ish by rea d-
ing them correctly l'lins t he game. If t i me permits, let them play it again. 
Look, Dic k or Look, Jane 
Oh, oh, Dick or Oh, oh, J ane 
See, see 
The y mea n f or Dick or J a ne to look at 
someth ing . 
Sur prise is being shoi·m over something 
v1hich is happening. 
This is said \</hen you i1ant someone to 
see something . 
==~==============~~-======================~====~====~=--=-=-==---~ ==*======== 
LESSOl:-T Tt:TO 
Funny J a ne funny Dick 3aby and Dic k Spot and Baby 
Jome and see Come , coae 
:!J irec t ions : D :.·u ~,.. a l ine t h r ou;:;h t he phra se vrh ich is tm.lH::e the othe r s 
i n t he horiz onta l l ine . 
Funny J ane Fu."111y Dic k Furnw Jane Funny Jane 
:fi'unny Baby ftm.ny ::Jick funi.'lY Dick f1.Lny Dic k 
Loolc and see Loo k ancl see Loo k and see Come and se e 
J ane and Dic k Dic k a:1d ,Ja.ne Dick a n d Jane Dic k and J a ne 
Oh, se e Oh, s ee Oh, come Oh, see 
Baby und Jane Baby and Ja_.e Baby and Jane f3a ~y- and Dick 
("I ,• . .. ,__, 
·.:t.n.~ .... u 
For dire ct ions see le s son one . I n clude phrases ':rhic ~'1 v1ere tau;~:1t in 
l ess on one . 
Funny J G..::le or funny Dick - They uill make you lauz;h . 
Baby and Dick - This may mean that they o. re together . 
Spot a n d Baby - Spot i s the dog 1 s name . 
Come , come - 1:-Then mother ca ll s you she may say , 11 :Jome, come. a 
-~ ==~==~=-==-=-=========~==~======================== 
LE:SSON 'I'HREE 
Run, rtm. Run , Puf f J Uill p , Puf f Baby ancl Ti m 
Oo;.ne up , Ti m 
Dire ct ions : Oirc le a ll nhrases vrhich a re the same as the to p phrase . 
:=tun , Spo t Ju..mp, Jane Rv-11, rtm '3aby a nd Tim Con e , up, Ti m 
Run , Dic k J ump , Dic k Run , Jane Baby and Dic k J tt>:lp up , Spot 
R' :J., Spot Jump, Puff Run , l"LU'l Ba bJr s.nd J ane C::ome up , J a ne 
Run , .Jane Jt'.!!lp, J ane Run, Pv.ff Ba by and Ti m Co:ne up , Tim 
Rtu"l , Dic k Ju:n·iJ , Spot Rv·~ , Dick Bab:r and Spot Come up , Dicl: 
?~v.n , Spot Jump , Dick :Zun, rvn Baby a rtd Puff' :Jo;I!.e up , Pt.tff 
-' or Ji:recti ons see les s o:1. one . I~1.clude all phrases tlhi ch ~1ave been 
tauD"ht • 
.::> 
Run , run - Sh01·r me vrl1S. t this means . 
Run, Puff - Someone is t e lling Pu.ff to run. 
Jump , Puff - Shm'l me 1·rha t Puff ~-rould do • 
Come up, Ti m - Someone 1-rants Ti r.:t to come up . 
Have some child do it. 
Baby a nd Ti m - Ti!rr is t he teddybea.r . 
.-~ '-~1) 
..1!_ • 
LESSON FOl.JR 
Go up, Tim up and do\o.f.\1. Father ''rorks ~>.'Iothe r •vorks 
come a n d g o up 
Di rections: ·J irc le all phrases that begin \•ri th t he s ame vwrd as the 
phrase a t t~e t o p . 
Go u p , Ti m up and d.oi'Tn come and ;;o Dick \·:arks 
Go do•:;n g o up a nd dm·rn go dovm ?Lathe r Ha r ks 
co:ne ae1d g o cor:1e a:nd ];O J ane works 
come up up and do1:m come and uork Dic k ;·:arks 
go dovm go up, Tim Die);: and J a ne 
F'or dire ctions see lesson one. Include a ll IJhrases '"hich have been 
taught. 
Go u n . Tim <!> Pe rhaps someone wants Tim to g o up a ladder. 
up and dovrn *~1e go up and doNn on a see-saw. 
Father \·rorks - Have t he children tell ivhy their fathers >·rork and what 
they do. 
Mother Narks - Have the children tell vrhy their mothers vmrk a.nd Nhat 
they do. 
come and go up - You might say, "Come and g o up the ladder." 
J ': 'j_ 
LESSO~T FIVE 
This is a review lesson. 
All phrases •.-.rhich have been taught are printed on small strips 
of colored paper . They are placed in an envelo pe. There is an envelope 
for ea ch child. Each contains all the phrases. 
':Trite the names of the children on the envelopes so that you 
vri 11 be a ble to use it the f o 110\·ring vreek. 
Call each child to your desk individually. Open his envelope 
and have him read all the phrases to y ou . Phra ses vrhich he misses must 
be returned to the envelope. The slips on which are printed the phrases 
he h 1ows may be pasted a nd made into a chain. The chain may be hung up 
in the room l'ii th t ?le child 1 s na me on it. 
They will be eager to make long chains. 
-.._ 1 i r · ry 
LES SON SIX 
PHFA SJ::S TO B~ PRESS:·ITED O~T FLAS:-I CARDS : 
See Dic k play 
big Father 
he l p Jane 
little f.;hthe r 
3ee Father work Jane hel~Js :.:othe r 
He l p !·.Iother 
Direct ion.e: D1~a;-1 lines Hith crayons matching the phrase oa the left 
t o the one in t he hous e \·thich is like it. 
See J ane p l ay 
See Dic 1: p l ay 
See Baby p lay 
.He l p r.1othe r 
He l p Jane 
He l p Dick 
'Jo, Di c k 
Go , Baby 
Go a\·ray 
big !Iothe r 
big Jane 
big Father 
little Baby 
little I.1other 
little Dic k 
LESSON SIX (continued) 
Directions : Pl a ce all the flash cards T,·ri th phra s es o them in a box 
includ i n g all phra s e s i·rhich ~·rere t aught to date. Let each c:1.i ld have a 
11
,; rab . 11 I f he is 1J11.able to read the card correc t ly, he must put it at 
t he bottom of the box. Have t he children tal~e t u rns until a ll the ca r ds 
have be en used . mhe ch ild i'lith t he g reatest i1.umbe r of cards at t he end 
~·!ins t he ga ·e . 
If time permits , play it again . 
See Dj_ c k play - Ta l k about different -vtays to play . 
Jane he l ps :.:other - Ta lk about '-rays to he lp ~{other. 
G·o a •·ra y - It means to ~o a ','fay from a pe rson or 3;0 avfB.y on a trip . 
bi g Father - He i s b i g be s i de a boy or girl. 
little I~othe r - little 'sirl p l aying dolls i s a little moth·3 r. 
Se e Father work Fat her works a round the house someti:n<':s . Discuss . 
he l p J ane - Dick may he l p Jane '<lith the d i she s . 
He l p Liother- Di s cus s . 
' '· 3 
.. _J 
-LESSW1 SS'vlli:N 
PHR~SZS TO BZ PR.ESEliT'I'lW 0":1! FLA .. SH Ci~ R.DS : 
Fat he r is big my Baby can not see Dic k the big , big !nethe r 
1.~y little baby 
Direc tions: Print t he fo l lowing phrases on t he boa r d . ( ?athe r is b i g , 
caD. not see, the baby, my iJother) The ch ildren have pape rs i·ri th phr a ses 
on the r;l as illustra ted beloi!T . Ohild 1·en circle t he phrase in the g roup 
vrhich is li ke the teacher fra.rue s on the board . Tell t h e children to begin 
1-:i th t he co l uinn on the left . 
Father i s b i g can go the little baby my baby 
. Father is little can not see the big mother my iilothe r 
Father i e not little can not see Dick the baby my Fathe r 
For d irections see lesson s i x . I n clude a ll phrases ~·1l-li ch have been 
tau:sht p r e vi ous l y . 
Father is b i g - Th:ls means t hat he is bigge r than boy s and. g irls . Expla i n . 
!!l.JT baby - ShoH that 11 theu i s used vri t h various t-:ords such as, t he boo k , 
the apple, t he pencil, e tc . 
can not see Dick - It me&.ns that he cannot be seen an:T.;he r e . Ea ybe he i s 
hiding . 
the big , bi g mothe r - Hother is big beside you . 
My l i ttle ba by - I t be lo .gs to me. It is my d r ess . 'l'his is my little 
siste r . 
--~ , -r. r -
-··- .... ' 
LESSO.l'J EIJ:HT I I 
PIBASSS T 0 B~ PR'!~SJ: ::·JTED m F'L.".Sn CARDS : 
find Dick I can vro rk something blue can m~ke ~omething 
makes something 
\'!RI TTE.c'T EXf:~ R]ISE TO AOC0!.1PAl'ff THE LESSON : 
Directions : This is a matching exercise . Dra•.-< a line from the phrase 
on t.he left to the one on the right whi ch is the sa :"1e . Use c:cayons and 
cha~ge co lor vtith each ph r a se . 
f ind Dic k I can go 
I ca n go someth ing blue 
:mlkes something find Dick 
s omething blue ma kes something 
GA~iE : 11 3RA.B- BOX" 
For d irections see lesson six . Include a ll phrases ~·thich have been 
taught previous l y . 
find Dick - It means to look for him. 
I can Hark - 1:!hen you say that it r!leans that you can do things t o help 
i.!othe r a:c1d Father . 
can make something - Father can make boats , k ites, and houses . Discus s . 
s omet,h in[; blue - Blue is a color . 5hovf me someth ing blue in the room. 
.. • •• • , '"'b 
-~- '..: ii··C~ 
L'ES SQ~j NI NE 
PHPJ~SES TO ;r;; PR:~SKN'l''~D ON FLASH OJ~. RDS : 
something yelloN red and yellot·l cars my little red car 
The little boat Baby Sa lly can ma ke boats my big red boat 
Dire c t i ons : DrG.\1 a line through the phra se t hat does not belong in 
the hortzonta l line . Use cr.::,yons . 
some thing ye lloN s omething yello-v.r some thinz blue 
blue ca rs re d ca rs reel ca rs 
make boa t s ra.ake cars mtllte boa ts 
Go, Polly Go, Sa lly Go , Sally 
For d j.rect ,ions see les son six . I nclude a ll phrases i·lhich have been 
t aught p revious l y . 
some ti1i ng y elloi'l - Ye llo>·r is a color . Sho·...r me sonethin.~ L1. t he room t hat 
i s ye llov1. ':n10. -t is i n t he sky tha t is yellovJ? 
ms.ke sometl1ing red - Re d j_s a co l o r . Have t he ch ild r en find things t hat 
are red . 
my litt le r ed ca r - This mea.ns t hat I have a little red ca r, or t he one 
>-rho sa:'rs it has a lit tle red ca r . 
The litt,le boat- We ri de on t h e i·Jate r i n a boat . 
Baby Sa lly - Sa lly i s a z irl 1 s name. 
w:ssmr TEN 
This is a review lesson . 
Al l phra ses Hhich have be en t au.zht this \veek S.i·e printed oa 
m:1all s trips of colored pape r and placed in each child 1 s envelope . 
Let each child read al l the phra ses in his envelope including 
those t he, t he miss ed the firot week e.nd \vt?cs lmable to put on his chain . 
Proceed as before yutting phrases that the child lllisses back in 
his e:.we lope . Those he lc."lmvs a1·e added. to h i s chain. 
I _. i .. -·f"':;l 
.• J- ·\;:.J ., ) 
LESSOi~ ELEVEI\]" 
.L 1 • s ome v!.llng Baby Sally said It is dmm s e e it 
the bi g ba ll Run to t he car Up it c omes 
Directions : Circle a ll phr s. s es i·:h ich are the s am.e as tile top phrase. 
1-rants sometl1ing ;,{other ss.id See it play ba ll to he l p 
vrc:.. nts Sal l y Fathe r s a id see something blue ball t o pl ay 
wants J a ne !;Yother S2,id see Jane p l a y ba ll to run 
vJants soru.ething J ane siad See it red ball to he lp 
3-il.~ !:E : 11 1 'AIL- 'JA ~P.IER 11 
T.li rections : Pa. s s out the f lash cards including a ll t he phrases vrhj.ch 
hav e been t aught . Give one to each child until a ll a re g iven out . E:a ch 
chi l d r e G.d s t he phrases on e£-<. c h of h i s c&rds 'lrhich he received . Al l 
those he could read a re considered delivered . Thos e he ho l ds i n h is hands 
are 11 dead lette r s . n The child v~ho holds t he least cards a t the end of t he 
game hT ins . 
I:f' time permits , p l ay it again . 
Baby wants something - I t may be someth ing t o ea t, i·rear, or ;.TB.nts t o go 
somewhere . 
13aby Sa lly said - Baby Sally said s ouething •:rhen she talked . 
see it - "It" 1~y be a boat , car, top, etc . We use it instead of saying : 
11 I have a boat . I put t he boat i n t he i18. te r . The boa t 
fl oate d d o'.'l~ the str eam. . " ~Je sould us 1 it 1 flo r boat a nd 
say, 11 I have a boat . I put i t i n t he 1:.rater . It floated 
dovrn t he stream. 11 
the bi g ball - Di s cuss ion . 
Run to t l1e ca r - It r.1eans to g o ove r near it . 
==~====================================-=-=-=-=-==-~=-==~~=-=·~~-==-=-=-==~======== 
LESSO~.'T Tt:lELVE 
PH::IASES '1'0 G.ARD3 : 
he l p me in the car l:le cs.n go You can .:;o 
Puff is he re Here • C.' .l.. lS ,_;pO u 
Directions : 8ircle t;1e phrase 1·1hich begins I·Jith the same 1-rord as the 
phr-ase top . 
help me in the boat ':{e ca:.-1 go You ca n ~0 Here is r• -'-.:>pOu 
help Jane j t1l'.lp up ma::e s omething he lp you He lp Iiane 
go, Dic k i·~ the car ;[othe r is here You can see He l p Father 
he l p :':othe r is it the ca r \-~r e can. see Sa lly ca~1. g o I-Ie!·e is Dick 
·:}I~i~ : :t :~\. IL- 0~ R~IER 11 
J:i'o r di rections see lesson eleven . Include a ll phrase s I'Thich have been 
t a:.c.:;;ht . 
he l p !!le - .. J O s o:nethi::.1g f or :~te . 'tihen you speal: of yourself you say, 11 I 11 Or 
11r.:.1e . 11 
in t he ca r It neans t o be in it a :1d perhap s riding . 
':!e cG.n g o - If there is :nore tha~l. one boy o r girl you 1.muld say , 11 ':Ie can 
g;o . n 
You can g o - V!hen you spe2.k to s ome one you use nyou 11 a :1d say , "You can go 1! 
He re is Spot - It means that Spot is right nea r. 
LESS O:i.1! THI RTEEH II 
coo k i es for me ~/here i s t he cookie one f or Father oh , u here 
th r ee big cookies 
the one in the ball. Use c rayons . 
O'!:'le for me 
one for J ane 
one f or J ick 
thr ee o i :s c ooki es 
three b i g ca rs 
three ' . Ol g boats 
one car 
one boat 
~here is the ca r 
:The re i s the c oo kie 
~·Jhe re i s the boat 
GAI'iE : 11 '.11. I1-JARRI~R 11 
l.i'or d irections see les s o n. eleven . L 1clude all phraseFJ "!hich have been 
taught . 
o 1e f or Dick - Thi s i s one of smnethi ng t h2.t •.:il l be :::; iven to Dick . 
three b i~ co oki es - It might be thr ee 1:1o l asses coo kies . Di s cuss . Sl'l0 \'1 
thre0 of va 1·ious objects . 
one f or Jane It may be one boo ~-, one paper , one penc i l, etc . Sho~·i one 
of d ifferent objects . 
·-_r[J.ere i s the ca r - ';[hen ;rou h'ould like to find somethin~ y-ou s ometimes 
ask 1·rhere it is. 
LESSON FOU::'TEEN 
PHRi.LSES TO BE P?.~SK'TTED CrT FLASH CARDS : 
a coo kie two l ittle cookies A big house Uy fa:mi ly It is fu.Yl 
' .'TRITTE~~ EXERJ I3f~ TO i~GCO~· ~Pt\~·JY TI-IE LESS0l'T: 
Direct ions: Print the fo llo>ving phrase s on the boa r d . (a bic; cookie, 
t\<Io little cookies, m.'c:J.ke e. house , my funny family , It is fun .) The child-
ren have papers with phrases on them. They c i rcle t he phrase t hat the 
teac her fra mes on the board. r.re ll t hem to begin \<Tith the list on the left. 
a big coolde t v;o little cars make a boat my funny family 
a bi g car two little coo!cies make a car my fumw house 
a big boat two little boats malce a house my furmy car 
For directions s ee lesson eleven. . Include a ll p:'1ra.ses \'lhich have been 
taught . 
a cookie - It means one cookie. 
tvw little cookies - Discuss and shol-': t\vo of various objects . 
a big house - .~. b i~ house wou ld have many rooms . Discuss . 
i.!y family Discuss members of a famil~r . 
It is fun It is ftLYl tc play . It is fun to listen to stories . Let the 
children tell s.bout things that t h ey think are fun . 
==~========-=-=~~~=~======================================~=-=-===- ---=~9F======= 
LES SQ;I FIFT.IT:E:N 
This is a review lesson . 
All phrases which ha ve been. taught. this uee~ a re printed on 
sma ll strips of colored. paper a nd placed i n each chi l d 1 s enve lope . 
Let each ch ild read a ll the phrases in his enve lope i ncluding those 
that he ha s mis sed on the other tNo revie\v les s ons and ,.;as unab le 
to add to his chain . 
Proceed as before putt i ng phrases t hat the child misses back 
i n the envelope . Tho se he knows a r e added t o his chain . 
This is the i ndivi dua l ~~eekly test . 
LESSON SIXTEEN 
PHB.AS"SS TO BE PRB:SEi\fND O~l'T FLASH CARDS : 
This is fun Yes, yes Guess \'lho it is I can guess 
:iJo, no i'Tho is it 
'tlRI TTS:'J EXERJISE TO AOG OHPA3Y 'l'HE LESSO~·J : 
Direc Jc. ions : This is a match i ng e xercise . Dra\'T a line f rom the phrase 
on the left to t he one on t he right v1hich is the same . Use crayons . 
This is fun 'rlho i s it 
Guess , Mother No, no 
v 
... es , yes This is fun 
Guess , Mother 
No, no Yes, yes 
GAJ!IE : n PHRASE- UP11 
DiTections : P"cl.ss out the flash cards to t h e child r en . Have them t a ke 
turns turning up a ca rd on their piles, reading it, a nd then placing i t 
phra se up ia t he cente r of the table. Each phrase \'!ill be o"'l three 
di f ferent cards to make the game more inte resting and g ive more practice. 
1iihen a child turns up a card l i ke one that is a lready i n t he middle , any 
ch ild may say , 11 Phrase- up . 11 The f irst one to say it may pick up all the car 
in. the c e nte r of t he table . He may p lace the:!!.l at t he bottom of his pi l e . Th 
one \·lho has the most ca r ds at the end \·Ti.Yi.S t he gam.e . It may be played over 
and over for practice. 
This is fun - YoL1 >vould se.y that if you i·lere doing somethi ng that :ytou 
liked very much. 
Yes , yes - 1:il'len mother says this she means t hat she i s 1'lilling f or y ou t o 
go somevi!le re or do s omething . 
\'\Tho i s it - \\!hen s omeone raps on the door yo·,_l s ometimes say, 11 \'lho is it? 11 
~'To , no - 1!lhen mot her says this she is not , .. rilling for you to go s ome \vhere . 
Discuss . 
::_ ·:_4 
LESSON SE\flkSEEN 
1
.'ihat is it You are too little do ivhat I do I Nill see 
\'fill you 
';JRI'l'TEN EYSRO I 3Z TO AG COMPAHY THi:i: LESSQ~-q : 
Dire cti ons: Draw a line throur;h t he ph r ase uhat does not be long i n 
t he horizont al line . Use crayons . 
\'fha t i s it 'ilhat is it 1.'-.That is 
Yo v. are ':le are You a re 
do >•That I do vrha t I do do vrh..a t I do 
too little t oo bi g too litt l e 
Wi ll you V!ill you 1,'fi ll l\-Iothe r 
For dire ct ion s see lesson s ixteen . I nclude phr-a.ses taught yes terday . 
i'lhat is it - If Daddy should bring s omething home i n a bag, you mi ght say, 
11 ~'.'hat i s it? 11 
You are - You are a little E:;irl. You are a little boy . As k f or more f rom 
t he children . 
too little - 3ometi mes shoes e. re too little. Wh..at does that ::uean? Let 
t he child ren tell . 
':fill y ou - ':!hen you ask s omeone to do somethi ng for you, you beg in by 
sayi ng , 11 1'fill you?" 
do what I do - Ask the child ren t o do it. (C l ap ha nds , t u r n a r ound , etc . ) 
--~1 ~.; .:-
_::;_ ;,_;.:} 
LESSON EI GHTEEN 
PH~ ,3ES TO BE PRSSE~,TTED O:N FLASH CARDS : 
please he lp Ele She said !.!other laughed look pretty 
Pl ease do s omething PEff is '\ihi te Pretty Puff 
Directions : Circ l e a ll phrases t hat a re the same as the top phrase in 
the list . 
Please do sonet hing 
Ple&.se do 
Please help me 
Please do something 
GA:':.E : II PH;:{.;.SE- UP11 
She can go 
!3he can g o 
She said 
She \'Ti ll 
Jane laughed 
Hother l aughed 
Jane l aughed 
F'ather laughed 
Puff is white 
Please help me 
Puff' is \'Thi t e 
Pretty Pui'f 
look pl-ett y 
Look, Puff 
look, Jane 
look pretty 
For directions see lesson sixteen . Include all phrases 1:1hich have been 
taught . 
p l ease he l p me - Di scuss . 11 Please help me tie my shoe, 11 is t he polite i•ray 
to as~c . 
Eothe r laughed - :,:other l aughed at something funny . 
loo:c pretty - 'Jhen girls are clean and their ha ir combed nicely , we say 
they look pretty . 
Puff is v1hi te - Have t he children find things a bout the room v1hich a re 
\·thite. ~Jane other things that are Hhite . 
She said - A girl s a i d so:nething . It could be a i·IOJ'lan, too. 
--~~-==-=-=-==-=~===-~=-==--=-=-==~--~-~==~: 
.] .. r :a. :·. 0 
LESSO:i>I NI~TETEEN 
Father ';Til l eat here He s a id 1·re vli ll get Spot ride in a car 
four in. this family 
Directions : Circ l e the phrases that beg ir1 ':Fi th the s e.me word as the 
phrase at the top . 
will Jane eat four• cookies He said get, Spot r i de in a ca r 
l:Till Dick eat four cars She said get ~Ta:ne r:.m t o Jane 
;.:e will eat four boats l~!e said eat cookies ride in a boat 
l'l"il l Puff eat f or y-ou He said get Dick ride home 
?o r directio~:lS see lesson six-teen .. InclLld.e all ph.rases ':711icl'l l1ave been 
Fatl1.e r •·iill eat here - Perha-ps he ':Fil l ee.t d i nner . Discl,_ss . 
four in t!:1i s family - ~"ather, : ·:other, and tvm children \Io uJ. c~ ::12-k-3 :':'our in 
a ~·a:11i l~r . Ht..1.va t 1le cl'l i ldre1.1 s l1. 01t! fo 1_lr of vc. ~-... ~-o ~J_:3 o -~) j - ~ ·:! ·~:..H ,. 
Fie s;:ticl 
\'le vri ll get Spo t - It means the same as we \·rill f i n d Spot . 
ride in a car - One can ri de in a boat o r in a bus . Discuss . 
,• .:; t·j 
-;..· ... : . .... 
LESSOIJ T':rENTY 
Th is is a reviei·T l esson . Use the ladder for this . 
Test each child individua lly as before on the phrases which \·iere 
t aught du1·ing the pa st \'leek . 'l'he phra s es a re on s~a ll st,rips of paper 
e nclo s ed in an enYe lope . There is a set f or ea ch child . Put the child 1 s 
n~me on his envelope . 
For aa c£1 pl11"a se t hat the child }:rlO\'lS he is gi-ven a star to place 
on the f irst rung of the l adder . I t vrill be eas i er to test a ll the 
phre.ses re p lacL'l2; those he does not l,'210\·J in t l1e envelope . CJm;.nt a ll the 
phrases he !me\·J &. .nd put t he 11.L'-''!lbe r on his ladder . Give the stars out 
l ater to a ll ch ild ren a t t he same time . 
~d.ders may be hu:.1g up i n the roo:il so that the child ren ca n see 
t hen . '.'!rite t,he chi ld ' s name at the ·top i f he cannot do it himse lf . 
- ~ ,.; , ~ 
-. ,.:. ;J 
==~======================================================-=-=-==~-=~======~========= 
LESSOl'J T'dENTY- ONE 
PHRASES TO BE PRES:sNTED 01~ FLA.SH CARDS: 
Away went the car the family went away at the farm 
Grandmother laughed I see Grandfather 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON : 
Directions: Match the phrase on the left to the one in the house. 
Draw lines with crayons. 
went to the ga.rm 
went to Grandfather 
went home 
at the fire 
at the farm 
at the bam 
See Grandmother 
See Jane 
See Grandfather 
Grandmother laughed 
Grandfather laughed 
Grandmother said 
at the farm 
at home 
at the fire 
LESSON TWENTY-ONE (continued) 
GAME : 11 BA.NKER 11 
Directions: The children sit in chairs in a row. The teacher gives 
each child a tum- using the flash cards. All phrases which have been 
taught to date are included. If a child misses, the next child mffJ.y get 
it if he kno\'lS what it says. Continue around until all the flash cards 
have been used. At the end of the game the child who has the largest 
number of cards ie the "banker. 11 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : 
the family went away - -Maybe they went away on a trip. It means they 
went away from home. 
at the farm - .It means to be at the . farm. The farm is where animals and 
vegetables are raised. Name some vegetables and animals on 
t he farm. 
Grandmother laughed - Talk about Grandmother. Talk about their grand-
mothers. 
I see Grandmother - Discuss Grandfather. 
- -·-'·· ·~:,.) 
LE:SSON T1.'1ENTY-T\!/O 
PHRASES TO BE PRESEr"TED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Hello, Grandmother can say hello four big horses a pony 
Spot said, "Bow-wow" 
WRITTEN EXE RC ISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following phrases on the board. ( Hello, Grand-
mother, Spot said, "Bow-wow", can say hello, a pony, four big horses). 
The children have papers with phrases on them. Circle the phrase in the 
group which is like the one the teacher frames on the board. Begin with 
the list on the left. 
Hello, Grandfather Spot said, "Bow-wow" can say something 
Hello, Grandmother Spot said, "Hello" can say bow-wow 
Hello, Mother Spot said, Mew,mew11 can say hello 
a pony four big horses 
a baby four big houses 
a boat four big boats 
GAME : 11 BANKER" 
For direc.tione see lesson twenty-one. Include a ll phrases which have 
been taught. 
PHRASE ENRICIDAENT : 
Hello, Grandmother - \~e say, 11Hello, 11 when we meet someone. 
Spot said, 11 Bow-wow 11 - ifuen doge talk they say, "Bow-wow." 
can say hello - When we talk we say something. 
a pony - A pony is a baby horse. 
four big horses - Horses are used for work on the farm. Diseuse other 
uses. 
LESSON TWENTY-THREE 
PHRASES T 0 BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
ride on a pony go fast a good ride Sally saw Father 
the hen house 
WRITTEN EXERO.ISE TO AOOOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phrase 
on the left to the one ~n the right which is the same. Use crayons. 
ride on a pony Sally saw Father 
go fast the hen house 
a good ride go fast 
Sally saw Father ride on a pony 
the hen house a good ride 
GAME : II BANKER II 
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all phrases which have 
been taught. 
PHRASE ENHIOHMENT: 
ride on a pony- You sit on a pony when you ride. Discuss. 
go fast - A car can go fast. A boat can go fast. An airplane can go fast. 
Encourage discussion. 
a good ride- You like eomething .that is good. (a good cookie, a good 
mother, a good father, a good book) 
Sally saw Father - Sally was looking at father. It means something you 
have seen with your eyes. 
the hen house -A hen gives us eggs. The hen house is where the hen lives. 
LESSON T~~NTY-FOUR 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Here are eggs Cluck, cluck ran away fast Do you have eggs 
the little chickens 
'f/RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPA.i~Y THE LESSO.l\l: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. 
Here are eggs Here are boats Here are eggs Here are eggs 
duck, duck · Cluck, cluck Cluck, cluck Cluck, cluc.k 
ran away fast ran away fast ran away ran away fast 
Do you have eggs Do you have eggs Do you have eggs Do you have 
the little chicks the little chickens the little chickens the little 
chickens 
GAME : 11 BANKER 11 
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all phrases which have 
been taught. 
PHRASE ENRICID~ : 
Do you have eggs - Do you have eggs f'or breakfast? Do you have eggs in the 
barn? If' you were a farmer, you \fould have eggs in your I 
bam •. 
Cluck, cluck - \fuen a hen talks it says, "Cluck, cluck. 11 
ran away :f'a.st - John ran away fast. Have a child show the class what John 
did. 
the little chickens - Chickens are baby hens. Talk about them. 
II 
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LESSON TWENTY-FIVE 
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this. 
Test each child imUvidually as before on all phrases which have 
been taught during the week. Include those that he missed and were 
returned to the envelope last week. 
Proceed as in lesson twenty. 
LESSON T~~Y-SIX 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
But we did find a cat went to the barn \'lhere are they 
a black horse did not find eggs 
\1RITTEN EXERGISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases that begin with the same word as the 
phrase at the top. 
But we did find a cat 
Put it here 
But we will find it 
GAME : 11 CAPI'AIN11 
went to the barn: 
went to the farm. 
want to go 
they will go 
the farm 
they are here 
did not go there 
bit the oat 
did the work 
black cats 
black care 
hack here 
Directions: Have the children sit in their chairs in a row. The teacher 
shows the flash card to the first child. If' he misses, he must go to the 
end of the line and sit in the last chair. All children move up one chair. 
The first chair is the 11 captain 1e chair." See who can sit in the captain's 
chair longest. 
If the second child knows the phrase, the teacher places it in her lap 
and shows the next phrase in the pile to the next child and so on. If 
time parmi ts, she may go through the cards again. 
Include all phrases which have been taught. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : 
But we did find a cat - (but) \'fe wanted to go on a picnic but it rained. 
We wanted to do it, but Mother would not let us. 
(did) Did you go to school yesterday? We did all the work. 
went to the barn - The barn is l·rhere the hay and animals are kept on the 
farm. 
~!here are they- They means more than one boy or girl. It means more than 
one grown-up like mothers and fathers. 
a black horse - Have children find objects in the room which are black. 
LESSON T\'IENTY-SEVEN 
PHRASES T 0 BE PRESENTED ON FLA.SH CARDS: 
a mother cat four kittens a big dog saw the little pigs 
the big red cows 
VlRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON : 
Directions: Circle all phrases which are the same as the to·p phrase. 
a mother cat four kittens a big dog saw the little pigs 
a mother dog four kittens a big pig saw the little dogs 
a mother cat four chickens a big dog saw the little pigs 
the big red dogs 
the big red cows 
the big red cars 
GAME : "OAPI'AIN11 
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all phrases which have 
been taught. 
PHRASE E~RICID!©fr : 
a mother cat- Discussion about cats. A cat catches mice. It drinks milk. 
four kittens - Kittens are baby cats. Discuss. 
a big dog -A dog does not like cats. He chases them. A dog is a good 
friend. 
saw t he little pigs - Pigs have curly tails. Farmers raise pigs for meat 
to eat. 
the big red cows - Cows give us milk. Cows are used for meat, too. 
LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
wanted to play Mew, mew play with a kitten sat and sat 
ate and ate 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACOO~~ANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the phrase on the left which matches the 
one in the ball. Use crayons. 
wanted to play 
wanted to go 
wanted to see 
Bolt-wow 
Mew, mew 
Cluck, cluck 
play with a boat 
play with a chicken 
play with a kitten 
sat and eat 
eat and eat 
play and work 
up and down 
ate and ate 
look and see 
kitten 
.... 1!, 
.. ( .. (. 
LESSON Ti'IENTY-EIGHT (continued) 
GAME : 11 CAPI'AIN 11 
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all phrases which have 
been taught. 
PHFASE ENRICHMENT: 
wanted to play - It means something you have- wanted to do. 
Mew, mew - \ofhen e. cat or kitten talks its says, 11 Mew, me\'1. 11 
play with e. kitten - You might go to school with someone. You play with 
another boy or girl. 
se.t and sat - He sat on a chair. They sat in a car. Mary eat down in the 
bus. 
ate and ate - Someone ate a lot. Perhaps he did not know when to stop 
because he was so hungry. 
LESSON TltlE:NTY-NINE I -
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
a pretty rabbit Thank you Two pets I have a pet at home I 
thank you little ducks a duck for a pet 
VIRITTEN EXE RC ISE TO ACCOI\.1PMTY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following phrases on the board. ( two pets, at 
home, a pretty rabbit, thank you, little ducks). The children have papers 
with phrases on them. Circle the phrase in the group which is like the 
one the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the list on the left. 
two pets at the farm a funny rabbit thank you little chickens 
two pets at home a big rabbit thank Jane little ducks 
two pats at the barn a pretty rabbit thank Dick little pigs 
GAME: "CAPTAIN" 
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all phrases which have 
been taught. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Two pets - Pets are doge, cats, rabbits, and canaries. Have the children 
~me more. 
at home - If you are in the house, we say you are at home. 
a pretty rabbit - A rabbit has long ears. Some are white. Wild rabbits are 
brown in the summer and white in winter. Discuss. 
Thank you - \ie say, "Thank you" when someone gives us something or passes 
something to us. 
little ducks - Ducks like the water. They are good swimmers. 
LESSON THIRI'Y 
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this. 
Test each child individually as before on all phrases which have 
been taught during the week. Include those that he missed and were re-
turned to the envelope during the past two weeks. 
Proceed as in lesson twenty. 
SEOOliD GROUP-WORDS 
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LESSON ONE 
\10RDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Dick Look (look) oh (Oh) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPM·!Y THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a mltching exercise. Have the children mltch the 
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them use 
crayons and change to a different color with each word. 
Dick 
Look 
oh 
look 
Oh 
GAME : "FISHING" 
look 
Oh 
Dick 
oh 
Look 
For directions see lesson one of' the top group plans. 
vlORD ENRI CHMEl\TT: 
Dick - Dick is a boy 1s name. Is there any boy in the . room by the name of 
Dick? 
look - to look at something, to call attention to someone or something 
oh - to show surprise You say, 11 0h11 , when you get hurt. 
LESSON TWO 
i't'ORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Jane see (See) funny (Funny) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOllPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horiaontal line. 
funny 
sea 
Jane 
GAME "FISHING" 
funny 
see 
Jane 
fancy 
see 
Jane 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
\WRD ENRICHMml' : 
funny 
see 
Pane 
Jane - Jane is a girl's name. Is there anyone in the room we call Jane? 
see - to see something, to understand something 
funny - We laugh at something funny. 
T 
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LESSON THREE 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLA.SH CARDS: 
Baby and Spot 
\~.RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as the top word. 
Baby 
Body 
Baby 
Biddy 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
and 
and 
end 
ant 
.For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT : 
Spot 
Spit 
Spat 
Spot 
Baby - You were once a little baby. Have you a little baby at home? 
and - You and someone else, and an apple and an orange, etc. 
Spot - This is the dog's name in the story. It may be a spot on a dress. 
It may be some place like 1that spot'. 
LESSON FOUR 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
come (Come) run (Run) Puff 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the words that begin with the same letter as the 
top word. 
come Run 
come Fun 
came Tom 
same Ran 
cane Put 
GAME . "FISHING11 . 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
'.'lORD ENRICHMENT : 
Puff 
Rut 
Fife 
Pet 
Pull 
come - go to someone, come in the house, come to the party, come to school 
Run- means to go fast Have a child demonstrate. 
Puff - It is the name of the kitten in the story. It may be a cover to 
put over you on the bed to keep warm. You puff when you walk 
fast. A steam engine puffs. 
LESSON FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson five of the 
top group plane. 
LESSON SIX 
WORDS T 0 BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
jump (Jump) Tim 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw lines with crayons matching 
to the one on the left which is like it. 
jump 
Tim 
up 
jump 
Tim 
'+P 
jump 
up 
Tim 
GAME 11 GRAB-BOX11 
up (Up) 
For directions see lesson six of the top group p 
\'fORD ENRIOHME!NT: 
jump - jump rope, jump over something, jump when frightened. 
Let a child jump. 
Tim- It is the teddybear 1 s name in the story. 
house 
up - climb up, go up in an airplane, walk up some etai.ms, go up a hill. 
LESSON SEVEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
go (Go) down (Down) Work work Works works 
\'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSOI~: 
Directions: Print the following words on the board. ( go, down, work, 
works). The children have papers with words on them as they are below. 
Circle the word in the group which is like the one the teacher frames on 
the boa·rd. Begin with the column on the left. 
go 
got 
get 
GA11E 11 GRA.B-BOX11 
brown 
drown 
down 
\'iork 
works 
walk 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT : 
go - A car can go. Children can go places. 
walks 
works 
work 
down - put something down, go down a hill, down some stairs. 
work - Father goes to work to earn money. Mother does the work around 
the house. Diseuse. 
LESSON EIGHT 
WOP.DS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Father r.tother p,lay (Play) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the word on the left to the \'iord on the 
right which is the same. Use crayons and change to a different color 
after each \'lord. 
Father 
Mother 
play 
GAME : 11 GRAB-BOX11 
play 
Father 
Mother 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
i'IORD ENRICHMENT: 
Father - Discuss. 
Mother- Discuss. 
play - play ball, play house, play games, discuss. 
II 
LESSON NINE 
\IWRDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
helps (Helps, help, Help) away (Away) big (Big) 
\•/RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY 'fHE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. Use crayons. 
helps 
away 
beg 
GAME: : "GRAB-BOX" 
help 
away 
big 
helps 
away 
big 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICE1ffiNT: 
helps -A little girl helps her mother wash dishes. 
A little boy helps his father clean the car. Discuss. 
away. - go away on a train, bus, car, etc. 
helps 
way 
big 
big - Discuss things that are big. Have the children name things that a .re 
big. 
LESSON TEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson ten of the top 
1 group plans • 
LESSON ELEVEN 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
little (Little) is· not 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as the top word. 
little 
letter 
little 
better 
GAME : "MAIL-CARRIER" 
is 
is 
as 
is 
not 
no 
not 
nod 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
\'lORD ENRICHMEl'rr: j 
little - Talk about things that are little. (Chickens, mice, some books in 
1 
comparison to others, etc.) 
is - He is going home. He is here. 
not - He is not going to the party. He is not at home. 
-~ '"':·~- .... ~- ... J'O 
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T LESSON TWELVE 
II !QIIDS TO BE PP.ESENTED ON FlASH CARDS: 
t.he my' (My) can 
1t/RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which begin with the same lett.er as t.he 
word at the top. 
the 
let 
ten 
ink 
tea 
GAME : "MA IL-CARRIER" 
my' 
no 
net 
mine 
me 
can 
cot 
see 
out. 
dot 
For directions see lesson eleven of t.he top group plane. 
\'lORD El"\TRIOHMENT: 
the - The nta.n is coming now. Was that the doorbell? 
my - My car is outside. MY pencil is broken. That is my book. 
can - I can find the ball. Beans, peas, and tomatoes can be bought in a 
can. Mother will can t.he tomatoes. 
LESSON THIRTEEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESEJ."\TTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
find I · makes (make) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the word on the left which matches the 
one in t.he ball. Use crayons. 
find 
I 
makes 
I 
find 
makes 
makes 
find 
I 
GAME : "MAIL-CARRIER" 
For directions see lesson eleven of t.he top 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
find - Try t.o find the pin. Find the picture. 
I- 11 1 11 - speald.ng of yourself. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
==#==DJl.=kee - Mother makes cakes. Father makes things for t.he h<?~~-· _Discuss. _j 
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LESSON FOURTEEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
some-thing blue yellow 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following words on the board. (something, blue, 
yellow). The children have papers with words on them. They circle the 
word that the teacher frames on the board. Tell them to begin with the 
list on the left. 
something 
someone 
sometime 
GAME "MAIL-CARRIER" 
blat 
blew 
blue 
fellow 
' yellow 
bellow 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
something - Are you looking for something? Is something wrong? Something 
~y be anything. 
blue - It is a color. Have some child name all children who are wearing 
blue. 
yellow - Have the children name everything they can think of that is 
yellow. 
LESSON FIFTEEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson fifteen of the 
top group plans. 
LESSON SIXTEEN 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
red car (ears) boat (boats) 
\'lRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
... Directions: This is a ~tching exercise. Draw a line from the word on 
the lef't to the one on the right which ie the same. Use crayons. 
red 
car 
boat 
GAME : 11 WORD-UP11 
boat 
ear 
red 
For .directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
red - Let the children find everything that is red in the room. 
cars - Oars are to ride in. Children have play ca·rs. There are cars to a 
train and subway cars. Discuss. 
boats - There are big boats and little boats. Canoes are little boats. 
Encourage discussion. 
LESSON SEVENTEEN 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Sally wants said 
WRITTEN EXERC ISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. Use crayons. 
Sally 
went 
raid 
GAME 11 WORD-UP11 
Sally 
wants 
said 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
Sally- This is a girl's name. 
wants - The baby wants his mother. Polly wants a cracker. 
said - You have said that before. 
Polly 
wants 
said 
I 
,, 
LESSON EIGHTEEN 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
it . (It) ball to 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as the top word in the 
list. 
it 
in 
it 
ill 
it 
GAME : 11 WORD-UP11 
ball 
ball 
bell 
bill 
boll 
to 
too 
to 
two 
tot 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
\'I'ORD ENRICHMENT: 
it. - It will soon be time to go home. It TJJJ3.Y be almost anything. 
ball - You play with a ball. You can make a snowball. Discuss. 
to - Please go to the store. Give this pencil to your friend. 
LESSON NINETEEN 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
me in we (We) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the word that begins with the same letter as the 
word at the top. 
me in 
we in 
men it 
no end 
met if 
net jot 
GAME : 11 \'IORD-UP11 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group 
\i ORD ENRICHMENT: 
me - They gave me a party. Please pass me the book. 
in - Candy was in the box. The dog is in the house. 
we - We are in school. We like to play. 
This is a review lesson. For directions see 
group plans. 
we 
me 
will 
met 
well 
man 
plane. 
lesson twenty o~ the top ~~------
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LESSON T1f ENTY*ONE 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
you (You) here (Here) for 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Match the word on the lef't 
lines with crayons. 
house. Draw 
you 
here 
f or 
you 
here 
for 
you 
here 
for 
GAME : "BANKER II 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of' the top group plans. 
i'/ORD ENRICHMENT : 
you - Do you like to play games? You are in the first grade. 
here - Please put the eraser here. Here is a pencil. Please come here. 
for - This is for you. What would you like for Christmas? 
LESSON Ti'lENTY-TWO 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED 0!.~ FLASH CARDS: 
cookies three (Three) one 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following words on the board. (cookies, three, 
one). The children have papers with words on them. Circle the word in the 
group which is like the one the teacher frames on the board. Begin with 
the list on the left. 
cooks 
cookies 
crooks 
GAME "BANKER" 
three 
tree 
then 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of' the top group plane. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
cookies - Talk about the kinds they like best. 
three - Show three of various objects. 
one- Show one book, one pencil, one crayon, etc. 
on 
no 
one 
LESSON TWENTY-THREE 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
.where _ (i'lhere) a (A) two 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
__ Directions: This is a matching exercise. Dre..w a line from the word on 
the left to the one on the right which is the same • Use o rayons. 
where 
a 
two 
GAlt.E: : 11 BANKER" 
a 
two 
where 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of' the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT 1 
where - Where is the clock? Where is the door? 
a - A book, a pencil, a crayon. It means one. 
two- Show two of various -objects. 
LESSON T~~ITY-FOUR 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
house family 
VlRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. 
house 
finally 
fun 
GAME : "BA.NKER11 
horse 
family 
fan 
house 
family 
fun 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of' the top group plans. 
\10RD ENRICHMENT: 
house- Discuss. A house is to live in. 
family - Talk about the members of' their family. 
fUn - It is f'un to play. It is f'un to slide. Let the children tell about 
the things they think are fun to do. 
·a ._;_2 
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LESSON TWENTY-FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson twenty-five 
of the top group plans. 
LESSON TWENTY-SIX 
WORDS TO BE PRESE..l'fl'ED ON FLA.SH CARDS : 
this (This) guess (Guess) yes (Yes) 
\'{RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which begin with the same letter as the 
word at the top. 
this 
his 
this 
fit 
GAME : "OAPl'AIN" 
guess 
get 
set 
zoo 
yes 
get 
quit 
yet 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT: 
this - I like this story. 
guess - Guess what animal likes carrots. Guess who will win the game. 
yes - When Mother says, 11Yes 11 , it means that you TI§J.Y go. 
IBSSON T\'/ENTY-SEVEN 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
who (Who) . no (No) . what (i'ihat) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions~ Circle all words which are the same as the top word. 
who 
what 
who 
when 
GAME "CAPTAIN" 
no 
no 
on 
not 
what 
who 
when 
what 
For .directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
't/ORD ENRICHMENT: 
who - Who is at the door? Who will be the leader? 
no - When Mother says 11No", it means that you cannot do it. 
what - Wba.t is your name? \'lhat story do you like best? 
LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT 
\'lORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
are · do (Do) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the word on the 
ball which matches it. 
are 
do 
too 
are 
do 
too 
are 
do 
too 
GAME : 11 CAPTAIN 11 
too 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group - lane. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
are - There are boys and girls here. Are you happy in school? 
do -Mary helps do the dishes. Do you like cookies? 
too - There are too many tables in the room. too much too lit.tle I 
, I ~ 
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LESSON T;mNTY-NINE 
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
will (Will) please (Please) she (She) 
i'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following words on the board. (will, please, she). 
The children have papers with words on them. Circle the word in the group . 
which is like the one the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the 
list on the left. 
will 
wall 
well 
GAME : "CAPTAIN" 
plead 
please 
plane 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
shed 
shoe 
she 
will - Will you go to the store? You will like our new games. 
please - You say please to be polite when you as~ for something. 
she - This means a wo~n or a girl. 
LESSON THIRTY 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson thirty of the 
top group plans. 
J~=========================--l~== -~ I 
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SECOND GROUP - PHRASES 
LESSON ONE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLA.SH CARDS: 
Look, DiGk Diok, look Oh, oh, Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPA~~TY THE LESSQ~: 
Directions: This is a ~tching exercise. Have the children match the 
p~rase on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them 
use crayons and change to a different color with each ph~se. 
Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick 
Dick, look Diek, look 
Oh, oh, Dick Look, Dick 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHRA.SE ENRICHMEl11"T: 
Look, Dick - This means for Dick to look at something. 
Oh, oh, Dick - It shows surprise over something which is happening. 
LESSON TWO 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FL!I.SH CARDS: 
Look, Jane See, see Funny Jane funny Dick 
\'/RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. 
funny Dick funny Dick funny Dick fancy Dick 
Sea, see See, see See, see See, see 
Look, Jane Look, Jane Loc~, Jane Look, Jane 
GAME : 11 FISHING 11 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHR.~SE ENRICHMENT: 
Look, Jane - Jane is being asked to look at something. 
See, see - This is said when you want someone to see something. 
Jane - Jane me. look and it makes ou want to laugh. 
I
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LESSON THREE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
Spot and Baby 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases which a:re the same as the top phrase. 
GAME : '1FISHING 11 
Spot and Baby 
Spit and .Baby 
Spot and Body 
Spot and Baby 
Spot and Baby 
Spat and Baby 
Spot and Baby 
Spot and Baby 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
F.d.RASE ENRICHMENT : 
Spot and Baby- Spot is the dog's name in the story. Spot and the baby 
are together. 
LESSON FOUR 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CAHDS: 
Come, come Run, run Run, Puff 
i~HITTEN EXEHCISE TO ACCOMPANY. THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the phrases that begin with the same word as the 
phrase at the top. 
Come, come Run, run 
Came, come Ran, run 
Come, come Ran, run 
Cane, come Run, run 
GAME : n FISHING" 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : 
Run, Puff 
Fun, Puff 
Fun, Puff 
Run, Puff 
Come, come- i'lhen Mother calls you she rrs.y say, 11 Come, come. 11 
Run, run - Show me what this means. 
Run, Puff - Someone is telling ~f to run. 
-· · ··0 
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LESSON FIVE 
This is a review lesson. 
All phrases which have been taught are printed on small strips of 
colored paper. They- are placed in an envelope. There is an envelope for 
each child containing all the phrases. Write the names of the children on 
the envelopes and proceed as in lesson five of the top group plane. 
LESSON SIX 
PHR.~SES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Jump, jump Come up, Tim 
i'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw lines with crayons matching the phrase on the left 
to the one in the house which is the same. 
Jump, jump 
Come up, Tim 
Come up, Tim 
Jump, jump 
GAME : 11 GRAB-BOXn 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICID.1ENT : 
Jump, jump - Show me how to do this. 
Come up, Tim - Someone wants Tim to come up. 
LESSON SEVEN 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS t 
Go up, Tim Up and down Down and up Dick works 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPAI\TY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following phrases on the board. (Go up, Tim, Up 
and down, Down and up, Dick works). The children have papers with phrases 
on them as they are below. Circle the phrase in the group which is like 
the one the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the column on the left. 
Go up, Tim 
Go up, Dick: 
Go up, Jane 
Up and brown 
Up and down 
down and up 
GAME : 11 GRA.B-BOX11 
up and down 
up and brown 
Down and up 
Dick works 
Jane works 
Tim works 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICID,~NT: 
Go up, Tim - Perhaps someone wants Tim to go up a ladder. 
Up and down - We go up and down on a see-saw. Discuss direction of down 
and up. 
Dick works - Diseuse kinds of work Dick might do. 
LESSON EIGHT 
PHRASES TO BE PRESE...~ED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Father works Mother works See Dick play Play, Jane 
\miTTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the phrase on the left to the phrase on 
the right which is the same. Use crayons and change after each phrase. 
Father works 
Mother works 
See Dick play 
Play, Jane 
GAME : 11 GRA.B-BOX 11 
See Dick play 
Play, Jane 
Father works 
Mother works 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHME1"'T : 
Father works - Have the children tell why their father works and what 
kind they do • 
Mother works - Have the children tell why their mothers work and what 
they do. 
See Dick play - Talk about different ways to play. 
Play, Jane - It is probably Jane's turn to play in the game. 
LESSON NINE 
PHR.\SES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Jane helps Mother Help Dick Go away big Father 
11'lRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in 
the horizontal line. Use crayons. 
Jane helps Mother 
Help Jane 
Go away 
big Mother 
GAME : 11 GAAB-BOX11 
Jane helps Father 
Help Dick 
Go away 
big Father 
Jane helps Mother 
Help Dick 
Got away 
big Father 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plane. 
PHAASE ENRICffi,fENT : 
Jane helps Mother - Talk about ways to help mother. 
Help Dick - Mother may help Dick learn to play a game. 
Go away - go away from a person, go away on a :trip 
big Father- He is big beside a boy or girl. 
LESSON TEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson-five of the 
top group plans. 
··~ ·c.~ 
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LESSON ELEVEN 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Little Mother Dick is little Baby is not big 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases which are the same as the top phrase. 
Little !-&other Dick is little Baby is not big 
Little Father Dick is little Baby is big 
Little Mother Dick is better Baby is not big 
Little Dick Jane is little Baby is not big 
GAME : 11 MA IL-CARRIER" 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICI-Ul&.l'IT : 
Little Mother - A little girl who is playing dolls is a little mother. 
Dick is little - Dick is little beside hie father. 
Baby is not big - Baby is not big beside you. 
LESSON TWELVE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
the big, big mother My baby can see ~ little mother 
\'lRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPA!ITY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the phrases which begin with the same word as the 
phraee.at the top. 
the big, big mother 
he begs his mother 
the big, big father 
they are big 
GAME : "MA IL-CARRIER" 
My baby can see 
My baby can see 
My baby sees 
May baby see 
my little mother 
miiy he go 
~ little baby 
my big mother 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plane. 
the big, big mother - ~IDther is big beside you. 
My baby can see - My baby means that it belongs to me like 11my dress 11 • 
My baby can see us play. Etc. 
LESSON THIRTEEN 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
find Dick I ean work can :r:nake up :r:nakee up 
\miTTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw .a line from the phrase on the $eft which matches the 
one in the ball. Use crayons. 
find Dick 
I can work 
c~n n»3.ke up 
can m.;~.ke up 
find Dick 
I can work 
I can work 
can make up 
find Dick 
GAME "MAIL-CARRIER" 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
PH~~SE &~RICHl~IT : 
find Dick - It means to look for him. 
I can work - rfuen you say that it means that you can do things to help 
Mother and Father. 
can Illo9.ke up - can :r:nake up a story, can make up a game 
LESSON FOURTEEN 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
:r:nakee something something blue make something yellow 
WRITTEJ.~ EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following phrases on the board. (makes something, 
something blue, make something yellow). The children have papers with 
phrases on them. They circle the phrase that the teacher frames on the 
board. Tell them to begin with the list on the left. 
makes everything 
makes something 
make something 
something blue 
everything blue 
something yellow 
make something yellow 
make something fellow 
make something bellow 
II L 3 
LESSON FOURTEEN (continued) 
GA1!E : nW\IL-CARRIER11 
For directions see lesson eleven of' the top group plana. 
PHRASE ENRIOH.!'\!ENT: 
makes something - It might be boats, 1d tee, houses, eto • 
something blue - Blue is a color. Show me something blue in the room. 
Take turns. 
make something yellow - Let the children tell what they could make that 
would be yellow. 
LESSON FIFTEEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson fourteen of' the 
top group plane. 
LESSON SIXTEEN 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLA.SH CARDS t 
my little red car yellow ears The little boat can ~ke boats 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a ~tching .exercise. Draw a line from the phrase 
on the left to the one on the right which is the · same. Use crayons. 
my little red ear 
yellow cars 
The little boat 
can · make boats 
GAME : 11 PHRASE-UP" 
The little boat 
my little red oar 
can make beats 
yellow cars 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
my little red oar - This means that I have a little red car or the one who 
says it has a little red car. 
yellow cars- This means that there is more than one yellow car. 
The little boat - Talk about boats and what they do. 
can make boats - We are talking about more than one boat. 
LESSOii SEVENTEEN 
PHRA.SES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Baby Sally Baby wants . Baby Sally said 
\'IRITTEN' EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. Use crayons. 
Baby Sally 
Baby wants 
Baby Polly said 
GAME : II PHRASE-UP 11 
Baby Sally 
Body wants 
Baby Sally said 
Baby Polly 
Baby wants 
Baby Sally said 
For directions see lesson siEteen of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Baby Sally - Sally is a baby. 
Baby wants - Baby wants something. It may be something to eat, wear, or 
wants to go somewhere. 
Baby Sally said - Baby Sally said something when she talked. 
LESSON EIGHTEEN 
PHR.A..SES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
It i .e down Up it comes the big ball Run to the car 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases which are the same as the top phrase in 
the list. 
It is down Up it comes the big ball Run to the car 
It is brown Up it comes the big bell Run to the cat 
It is down Up we come the big ball Run to the cart 
It is down Up it goes the big bull Run to the car 
GAME : 11 PHRASE*UP11 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : 
It is down - 11 It 11 Tiliy be a boat, car, top, etc. We use 1 it 1 instead of 
saying the same word over and over. 
Up it comes - A balloon might be coming up in the air. A ball bounces up. 
the big ball - You play with a ball. You can make a snowball. Discuss. 
Run to the car - When you go to something you go in or near it. 
LESSON .Nll~TEEN 
PHRA.SES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS : 
help me in the car away we go 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases that begin with the same word as the 
phrase -at the top. 
help me 
he helps me 
help us 
he likes us 
GAME : 11 PHRASE-UP" 
in the car 
in the cart 
on the car 
into the car 
away we go 
always to be 
away I go 
away to the sea 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plana. 
PHBhSE ENRICHMENT: 
help me - Do something for me. When you speak of yourself you say, 11 I 11 or 
11me 11 • 
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in the car - It means to be in it and perhaps riding. 
away we go - If there is more than one boy or girl you would say , 11 Away 
we go. 11 
LESSON T\'!El\fTY 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson twenty of the 
top group plans. 
LESSON Tl'/ENTY-ONE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
You can go can you go Here is Spot Puff is here for Father 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Match the phrase on the left to the one in the house. 
Dre.w lines with cre.yons. 
can you go 
You can go 
can we go 
Here · is Puff 
Here is Dick 
Here is Spot 
for Father 
for Mother 
for Baby 
GAME : II BANKER 11 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plana. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : 
You can go - Vlhen you apeak to someone itOU use 'you' and say, "You can go. 11 
Here is Spot - It means that Spot is right near. 
for Father - If you give Father something you might say, 11 This is for 
Father. 11 • 
II 
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LESSON TWENTY-TWO 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Three big cookies one for Father three cookies 
WRITTEN. EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following phrases on the board. (Three big 
cookies, one for Father, three cookies, )The children have papers with 
phrases on them. Circle the phrase in the group which is iike the one 
the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the list on the lef't. 
Three big cooke one for Father three cooks 
Three big cookies one for Mother three crooY...s 
Three big crooks one for Dick three cookies 
GAME . 11 BA:i.'l"KER 11 . 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plane. 
PHRA.SE ENRICHMENT: 
Three big cookies - It might be three molasses cookies. It might be three 
sugar cookies. Discuss. Show three of various objects. 
one for Father - This is one of something that will be given to father. 
three cookies - Given. 
LESSON TWENTY-THHEE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
~{here is the cookie oh, where a coo~~e A cookie 
two little cookies 
l,'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phrase 
on the lef't to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons. 
Where is the cookie 
oh, where 
a cookie 
two little cookies 
GAME "BANKER" 
oh, where 
two little cookies 
Where is the cookie 
a cookie 
For directions see lesson twenty--one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Where is the cookie - Perhaps you are looking in the cupboard for a 
cookie and can 1t find it. You would say, "Where is the cookie? 11 
a cookie - It means one cookie. 
two little cookies - Discuss and show two of various objects. 
II 
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LESSON ~1ENTY-FOUR 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED. ON FLASH CARDS : 
A big house Aw family It is fun 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
.Directions:. Dre.\'1 .a line through the phrase that does not belong in 
the horizontal line. 
a big house 
My funny 
It is f'lm 
GA:ME : 11 BANKER11 
a big house 
My family 
It is funny 
a big horse 
My family 
It is fun 
.For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRIC.HMENT: 
A big house - A .big house would have many rooms. Discuss. 
My family - Discuss members of a family. 
It is fun - It is fun to play. It is fun to listen to stories. Let the 
children tell about things that they think fun to do. 
LESSON TWENTY-FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson twenty-five of 
the top group plans. 
LESSON TWENTY-SIX 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
This is fun Yes, yes Guess it I can guess 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases which begin with the same word as the 
phrase at the top. 
This is f'lm 
That is fun 
This is it 
GAME : 11 CAPI'AIN11 
Yes, yes 
Yes, I will 
Yes, it is 
Guess who it is 
Get the milk 
Guess who will be 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plana. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
This is fun - You would say that if you were doing something that you 
liked very much. 
Yes, yes - \'ihen Mother says this . she means that she is willing for you to 
go somewhere or do something. 
Guess it - Sometimes when we play a game we have to guess what it is. 
I 
LESSON TWE~~Y-SEVEN 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Guess who No, no W~t is it 
VIRITTE.N EXE RCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases which are the same as the top phrase. 
No, no 
Not now 
No, no 
Not so 
GA11E 11 CAPTAIN 11 
\~hat is it 
\'i'hat is it 
What it is 
~lho is it 
Guess who 
Guess what 
Guess who 
Guess who 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
No, no - When Mother says, 11No 11 , it means that you cannot do it. 
What is it - If Daddy brings something home in a bag, you might say, 
11 What is it? 11 
Guess who - Do you like to play a game where you 'guess who' is speaking? 
LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
You are too little I will see Will you 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the phrase on the left which matches the 
one in the ball. Use crayons. 
too little 
too much 
too big 
We will see 
I will see 
He will see 
please help us 
please help him ~eaee. - he p me 
please help me 
GAME : 11 CAPTATI'J 11 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT : You are - You are a little girl. You are a little boy. 
too little - Sometimes shoes are too little. What does that mean? 
I will see - When Mother says this it means that probably if you are real 
good she will let you do the thing you are asking. 
I 
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LESSON TWENTY-NINE 
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS: 
Please do something please help me She said Mother laughed 
'tlRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPAI.TI THE LESSON: 
Directions: .Print the following phrases on the board. (please help me, 
She said, Mother laughed). The children have papers with phrases. Circle 
the phrases in the group which is like the one the teacher frames on the 
board. Begin with the first list on the left. 
please help me Father laughed She said 
please help us Mother laughed He said 
please help him Sally laughed We said 
GAME : 11 CAP1'AIN 11 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plane. 
PHRASE ENRICIThiENT: 
PLEASE HELP ME- Discuss. "Please help me tie my shoe," is the polite way 
to ask. 
She said - \'/hen a girl bas talked we say, 11 She eaid--- 11 
Mother laughed - Mother laughed at something funny. 
LESSON THIRI'Y 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson thirty of the 
top group plans. 
THIRD GROUP- WORDS 
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LESSON ONE 
\'lORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLA.SH CARD: 
Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOC~~ANY THE LESSON: 
Directions:. This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. 
Dick 
GAME & 11 FISHING" 
Pick 
Kick 
Lick 
Nick 
Dick 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
\fORD ENRICHMENT : 
Dick- Dick is a boy's nama. Is there any boy in the room we call Dick? 
LESSON TWO 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
look (Look) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. 
Look Look Took 
lock look look 
GAME : 11 FISHING 11 
For directions see lesson one or the top group plana. 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT: I 
look - to look at something, to call attention to someone or something. 
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LESSQ T THREE 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
o~ (Oh) 
\~RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE1 LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words 1hich are the 
~~ 
GAME : "FISHTI~G" 
ol~ 
ob! 
on I 
or1 0~ 
same as the top word. 
For directions see lesson one f the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT : 
oh- to show surprise. You may sa , "Oh," when you get hurt. 
LESSON FOUR 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH C RD: 
I Jane 
I 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE I LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which begin with the 
word at the top. 1 
Jan 
Joe l 
You 
Jet 
:f'a.t 
same letter as the 
II 
II GA.ME: 11 FISHING11 
Lane 
Pane 
Jerry 
quite 
I For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. I ~ ENRICHMENT l 
~e- Jane is a girl's name. Do we call anyone in the room Jane? 
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LESSON FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson five of the 
top group plans. 
LESSON SIX 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
see . (See) 
ViRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw linea with crayons matching the word on the left to 
the one in the house which is like it. 
See 
see 
GAME s II GBAB-BOX11 
For directions see lesson six of' the top group plans. 
~lORD ENRICHMENT: 
see - to see something, to understand something. 
LESSON SEVEN 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
funny (Funny) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
I . 
I 
I 
Directions: Print the following words on the board. (funny, Funny). The II 
children have papers with words on them as they are below. Circle the word 
1 
in the group which is like the one the teacher frames on the board. 
fancy 
funny 
fun 
GAME : 11 GRAB-BOX 11 
Funny 
Fancy 
Fun 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
WORD .ENRICHMENT: 
II 
II 
I 
I 
,j 
Something funny makes you laugh. (a funny picture, a funny person, 
funny clothes). 
funny -
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LESSON EIGHT 
\'lORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Baby 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the word on the left to the one on the 
right which is the same. Use crayons and change to a different color 
after each word. 
Baby 
Baby 
GAME : "GRAB-BOX11 
Baby 
Body 
Biddy 
Body 
Biddy 
Baby 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plane. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
Baby - You were once a little baby. Discuss. 
LESSON NINE 
WORD TO BE PRES~fTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
and 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. Use crayons. 
and 
end 
and 
and 
GAME : 11 GRA.B-BOX11 
end 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
end 
and 
and 
and 
and 
end 
For directions see lesson six. Include all words which have been 
taught. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
and - You and someone else, an apple and an orange, etc. 
:1 .... -.,· ·:-:. 
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LESSON TEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson ten of the top 
group plane. 
LESSON ELEVEN 
i'I'ORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
Spot 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY '!'HE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as the top word. 
GAME : "MAIL-CARRIER" 
Spot 
Spat 
Sprat 
Sport 
Spot 
Pots 
Stop 
Spot 
Sport 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT: 
Spot - This is the dog 1 s name in the stor.y. It may be a spot on a dress. 
It rrAy be some place like 11 tbat spot." 
LESSON T\'IELVE 
\'lORD TO PRSENT ON A FLASH CARD: 
come (Come) 
WRITTEN E::G:RO ISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle words which begin with the same letter as the word 
at the top. 
GAME : "MAIL-CARRIER11 
come 
came 
some 
cat 
came 
cane 
cord 
.court 
For directions see lesson eleven of' the top group plans. 
lflORD ENRICHMb."NT: 
come - go to someone, come in the house, come to the party. 
LESSON THIRTEEN 
\'lORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
run (Run) 
·WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line f'rom the word on the left which matches the 
one in the ba 11. Use crayons. 
Rut 
Run 
Ran 
ran 
rut 
run 
GAME 11 MAIL-GARRIER11 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
ltlORD ENRICHMENT: 
run - means to go fast. Have a child demonstrate. 
LESSON FOURTEEN 
\'lORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Puff 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE: LESSON: 
Directions: Print the word 1Puff 1 on the board. Have the children 
circle the word in each group which . is like the one on the board. 
Fluff 
Puff 
Pull 
GAME t 11MA.IL-CARRIER11 
Pull 
Fluff 
Puff 
Puff 
Pull 
Fluff 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
Puff - It is the name of the kitten in the story. It '1113.y be a cover to 
put over you on the bead to keep warm. You puff when you run or 
walk fast. A steam engine puffs. 
LESSON FIFl'EEN 
This is a review lesson. For dir&ctione see lesson fifteen of the 
top group plans. 
LESSON' SIXTEEN 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLA.SH CARD: 
jump (Jump) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a ~tching exercise. Draw a line from the word on 
the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons. 
jump 
lump 
Jump 
GAME : 11 \fORD-UP11 
Jump 
lump 
jump 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
i'/ORD ENRICHMENT: 
jump - jump rope, jump over something, jump when frightened. Let a child 
jump. 
LESSON SEVENTEEN 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Tim 
\'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. Use crayons. 
Tim 
Bim 
Tim 
Tim 
Tim 
Bim 
Bim 
Tim 
Tim 
Tim 
Tim 
Tim 
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include the words taught yesterday. 
\'lORD ENRICHME:NT: 
Tim- It is the teddybear's name in the story. 
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LESSON EIGHTEEN 
\iORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH O.A.RD: 
up (Up) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as the top word. 
G.\MB: : 11 \'lORD-UP" 
up 
up 
pup 
pun 
up 
up 
put 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plane. 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT: 
up - climb up, go up in an airplane, walk up some stairs, blow up like a 
balloon, go up a hill. 
LESSON NINETEEN 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLA.SH CARD: 
go (Go) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words that begin with the same letter as the 
word at the top. 
GA1'!E : 11 \'IORD-UP11 
go 
yo.u 
go 
got 
gone 
yet 
goes 
go 
got 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
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I LESSON T\1/ENTY 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson twenty of the 
top group plans. 
LESSON TWENTY-ONE 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
down (Down) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: ~~ tch the word on the lef't 
the linew with c re.yons • 
drown 
down 
brown 
brown 
drown 
down 
down 
brown 
drown 
GAME : 11 BANIG:R11 
For directions see lesson twenty of the top group 
\'lORD ENRICHMENT: 
down- put something down, go down a hill, down some stairs. 
LESSON TWENTY-TWO 
\'lORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
works (Works, work, \(ork) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
GAME : II BA.NKER11 
work 
works 
worked 
walk 
storks 
works 
talks 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
WOP.D ENRICHMENT: 
works - Father works to earn money. Mother does the work at home. Diseuse. 
LESSON TWENTY-THREE 
WORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Father 
\'iRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the word at 
the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons. 
Father 
Spot 
Dick 
Feather 
Tim 
GAME s 11 BA.NKER11 
Tim 
Feather 
Spot 
Dick 
Father 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
Father - Discuss. 
LESSON TWENTY-FOUR 
WORD TO BE PRES~~ED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Mother 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. 
Mother 
Mother 
Father 
GAME : 11 BA.NKER11 
Mother 
Father 
Mother 
Father 
Mother 
Mother 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
VWRD ENRICHMENT: 
Mother -Diseuse. 
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LESSON TWENTY-FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson twenty-five of 
the top group plans. 
LESSON T\~NTY-SIX 
\'fORD TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
play (Play) 
i'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all words which are the same as the top word. 
GAME : 11 0API'Am" 
play 
pay 
play 
bay 
bat 
plate 
quail 
play 
bait 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
VlORD ENRICHMENT : 
play - play ball, play games, play house. Discuss. 
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LESSON T\\'ENTY-SEVEN 
\'lORD TO BE PRH:SENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
helps (Helps, help, Help) 
VfRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
. Directions: Circle all words that begin with the same letter as the 
word at the top. 
GAME : 11 CAP1'AIN 11 
helps 
spell 
hello 
hail 
help 
helps 
leaps 
helps 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: 
helps - A little girl helps her mother wash dishes. A little boy helps hie 
father clean the car. Discuss. 
LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT 
\'lORD TO BE PRH:SENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
away (Away) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the word on the left which matches the 
word in the ball. Use crayons. 
way 
away 
ways 
ways 
way 
away 
away 
ways 
way 
GAME : "CAPI'AIN" 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
WORD ENRICHMENT: away- go away on a train, bus, car, etc. 
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LESSON T\'IENTY-NINE 
WORD TO BE PRESE}TTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
big (Big) 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the word 1 big 1 on the board. Circle all words in the 
list which are like the one on the board. 
GAME : II OAP1'AIU 11 
big 
beg 
bag 
pig 
big 
beg 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
\.'lORD ENRICHMENT: 
big - Discuss things that are big. Allow the children to name things they 
think are big. 
LESSON THIRTY 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson thirty of the 
top group plans. 
THIRD GROUP - PHRASES 
L·--------------------------
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LESSON ONE 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
Dick, Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the 
phrase on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons. 
Dick, Dick 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
Nick, Nick 
Pick, Pick 
Dick, Dick 
Kick, Kick 
Lick, Lick 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Dick, Dick - Dick is a boy 1 a name. Someone m/l.y say, 11 Diok, Dick11 , to 
call him. 
LESSON TWO 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
Look, Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase which is tmlike the others 
in the horizontal line. 
Look, Dick Look, Dick Lock, Dick 
look, Dick look, Dick look, Dick 
GAME : 11 FISHING 11 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Look, Dick - This is calling Dick to look at something or someone. 
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LESSON THREE 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Oh, oh, Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOOOMPANY THE LESSONs 
Directions: Oircle all phrases which are the same as the top phrase. 
Oh, oh, Dick 
Oh, oh, Jane 
Oh, oh, Dick 
Oh, oh 
Oh, ho, Dick 
Oh, oh, Dick 
Ho, oh, Dick 
Oh, oh, Dick 
Oh, oh, Dick 
GAME : n FISHING" 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRIOHMENT 1 
Oh, oh, Dick - This shows surprise over something which is happening. 
LESSON FOUR 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH OARD: 
Look, Jane 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOOOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Oircle all phrases that begin with the same word ae the 
j· phrase at the top. 
GAME : 11 FISHING11 
Look, Jane 
Lo, Jane 
Look, Dick 
Took, Jane 
Lock, Jane 
Look, Jane 
Lock, Dick 
Look, Dick 
For directions see lesson one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRIOH1~NT: Look, Jane - Someone wants Jane to look at something. 
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LESSON FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson five of the 
top group p~ns. 
LESSON SIX 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
See, see 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line with crayons matching 
to the one in the house which is like it. 
See, see 
See, sea 
Sea, see 
sea, see 
See, sea 
See, see 
See, sea 
See, see 
Sea, see 
GAME . "GRA B-BOX" . 
For directions see 
PHRASE ENRICHMEl"'fi' : 
See, see - This is aaid when you want someone to see something. 
_jl J~l==================~~ 
LESSON SEVEN 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Funny Jane f'unny Dick 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the following phrases on the board. (Funny Jane, 
funny Dick). The children have papers with phrases on them as illustrated 
below. The children circle the phrase in the group which is like the one 
the teacher frames on the board. 
Fancy Jane 
Funny Jane 
Fun Jane 
GAME : 11 GRAB-BOX11 
funny Dick 
fancy Dick 
fun Dick 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICH1~ : 
Funny Jane - She is doing something to make you laugh. 
LESSON EIGHT 
PHRASE TO BE PRESE.i'TIED ON A FLASH CARD: 
See Baby 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phrase 
on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons and 
change to a different color with each phrase. 
See Baby 
See Dick 
See Jane 
GAME : 11 GRAB-BOX11 
See Dick 
See Jane 
See Baby 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
See Baby - It means the same as "Look at Baby. 11 
LESSON NINE 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
Baby and Dick 
it'RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSQIIT: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in the 
horizontal line. Use crayons. 
Baby and Dick 
Baby end Dick 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Dick 
GAME "GRAB-BOX11 
Baby end Dick 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Die~ 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Dick 
For directions see lesson six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICH1~TT: 
Baby and Dick 
Baby and Dick 
Baby end Dick 
Baby end Dick 
Baby and Dick - It means that Baby and Dick are together. 
LESSON TEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson ten of the top 
group plane • 
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LESSON ELEVEN 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Spot and Baby 
1
.'/RITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases which are the same as the top phrase. 
GAME : 11 lMIL-CARRIER11 
Spot and Baby 
Spot and Baby 
Sport and Be. by 
Spot and Body 
Baby and Spot 
Spot and Biddy 
Spot and Baby 
Spot and Body 
Spot end Baby 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICID~T: 
Spot and Baby - They are together. 
LESSON TWELVE 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Come, come 
\\'RITTEN EXE.RCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the phrase which begins with the same word as the 
phrase at the top. 
Come, come 
Came, come 
cane, come 
Come, come 
Come, Dick 
Came, Jane 
Come, Spot 
Come, come 
GAME : "MAIL-CARRIER" 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plane. 
PHRASE ~~RICH1~ : 
Come, come -When Mother calla you she may say, 11 Come, come." 
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LESSON THIRTEEN 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Run, run 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOt~ANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the phrase on the le:rt which ~tches the 
one in the ball. Use crayons. 
Run, re.n 
Run, run 
Ran, run 
Ran, run 
Run, re.n 
Run, run 
GAM!£ t 11 MA.IL-CARRIER11 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top 
PHRASE ENRICH1~: 
Run, run - Show me wba t this means • 
LESSON FOURTEEN 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Run, Puff 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the phrase 'Run, Puff' on the board. The children 
have papers with phrases on them. They circle the phrase in each group 
which is like the one on the board. 
Fun, Puff 
Run, Puff 
Run, Buff 
GAME s 11 MAIL-CARRIER 11 
Run, Puff 
Fun, Puff 
Run, Buff 
Run, Puff 
Fun, Puff 
Run, Buff 
For directions see lesson eleven of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHM1!:NT: 
Run, Puff - Someone is telling Puff to run. 
LESSON FIFTEEN 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson fifteen of the 
top group plane. 
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LESSON SIXTEEN 
.I I. 
'I PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
II Jump, jump 
II 
I 
I 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the phrase on the left to the one on the 
right which matches it. 
jump, jump 
Jump, jump 
pump, pump 
jump, jump 
lump, lump 
Jump, jump 
Lump, lump 
Pump, pump 
I GAME : "PHRASE-UP" 
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For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICH1~NT: 
Jump, jump - jump rope, jump over something, jump when frightened 
Let a child jump. 
LESSON SEVENTEEN 
PEL~SE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Baby and Tim 
ivRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase tbit does not belong in the 
hovizontal line. Use crayons. 
Baby and Tim 
Baby and Tom 
Baby and Tim 
GAME : 11 PHRASE-UP" 
Baby and Tom 
Baby and Tim 
Baby and Tim 
Baby and Tim 
Baby and Tim 
Baby and Tom 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Baby and Tim - Tim is the teddybear in the story. Baby and Tim are to-
gether so we say, "Baby and Tim." 
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LESSON EIGHTEEN 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Up, up 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases that are the same as the top phrase in 
the list. 
GA:ht!E : II PHRASE-UP11 
Up, up 
up, pup 
Up, up 
Pop up 
Up, Tim 
Up, up 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Up, up - Climb up, up a ladder, go up, up in an airplane 
If you were blowing up a balloon, someone might say, "Up, up, 11 
meaning to blow harder and fill it up. 
LESSON Nll1ETEEN 
PHRASE TO BE PRES&"l'l'ED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Go up, Tim 
\'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle the phrases that begin with the same word as the 
phrase at the top. 
GAME : 11 PHRASE*UP11 
Go up, Tim 
Good Tim 
Go up, Dick 
Got up 
Go up, Jane 
Got down 
Get up 
Go up 
For directions see lesson sixteen of the top group plane. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Go up, Tim - Someone wants Tim to go up the stairs or up a hill. 
LESSON TWENTY 
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I This is a review lesson. For directions see 
top group plane. 
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FlASH CARD: 
up and down 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPAlfY THE LESSON: 
I Directions: ~~tch the phrase on the left 
I, the lines with crayons. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
I! 
I 
up and down 
up and brown 
down and up 
down and up 
up and down 
up and brown 
up and brown 
down and up 
up and down 
up and down .. Vfe go up and down on a see-saw. 
LESSON T~~-TWO 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Dick works 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions : Print the phrase 'Dick works 1 on the board. The children 
have papers with phrases on them. Circle the phrases in the group which 
are like the one on the board. 
Jane works 
Tim works 
Dick works 
Nick works 
Dick works 
Jane \vorks 
Tim works 
Dick works 
1
1, GAME : 11 BA.l'il'RER" 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
II 
II PHRASE ENRICHMENT I 
II Dick works - Discuss what kind of work Dick could do to help Father and 
Mother. 
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LESSON TWENTY-THREE 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Father works 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phrase 
on the left to the one on the right which is the same. 
Father works 
Game : "BANKER" 
Dick works 
Jane works 
Tim works 
Father works 
Nick works 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Father works - Have the children tell why their fathers work and what 
kind they do. 
LESSON Tli.&NTY-FOUR 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Mother works 
WRITTEN EXERO ISE TO ACCOMPA..~Y THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in 
the horizontal line. 
Mother works 
Father works 
Mother works 
Dick works 
GAME : 11 BANKER 11 
Father works 
Mother works 
Mother works 
Mother works 
Mother works 
Mother wo rke 
Father works 
Mother works 
For directions see lesson twenty-one of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICffi!ENT: 
Mother works - Have the children tell why their mothers work and what 
they do. 
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LESSON T\~Y-FIVE 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson twenty-five 
of the top group plana. 
LESSON ~~NTY-SIX 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
See Dick play 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phrases that begin with the same word as the 
phrase at the top. 
GAME : "CAPI'All'f" 
See Dick play 
Sea, Dick play 
See Dick play 
See Jane play 
See, see 
Sea, sea 
Sad Dick 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
PHRASE ENRICH1mNT: 
See Dick play - Talk about different ways to play. 
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LESSON TWENTY-=S=--oEVEN= =-.o==o...==- =-==-====iiFII 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLt\SH CARD: I: 
I 
! 
II 
Jane helps Mother 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Circle all phr&ses which are the same as the top phrase. 
GAME : II CAPI'AIN" 
Jane helps Mother 
Jane helps Father 
Jane helps Mother 
Jane helps Dick 
Jane helps Tim 
Jane helps 
Jane helps Mother 
Directions: For these directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group 
plans. 
PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
Jane helps Mother - Talk about ways to help Mother. 
LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT 
PHRASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLASH CARD: 
Go away 
i'IRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Draw a line from the phrase on the left which matches the 
one in the ball. Use crayons. 
Got away 
Go away 
Get away 
Go away 
Got away 
Getaway 
Get away 
Got away 
Go away 
GAME : °CAPTAIN11 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the tOp group plans. 
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Go away - It means to go away from a person =o=r= g=o=a=wa==y=on= a= t=r=i =p=. == ~~ 
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PHRASE ENRICHMENT: 
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LESSON TiiENTY -NINE 
PHFASE TO BE PRESENTED ON A FLA.SH CARD: 
big Father 
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON: 
Directions: Print the phrase 1big Father• on the board. The children 
have papers with phrases. Circle .the phrase in the group which is like 
the one on the board. 
GAME : "OAPTAI.i1"" 
big Father 
beg Father 
big Father 
big Mother 
big Dick 
big Jane 
big Father 
beg Father 
For directions see lesson twenty-six of the top group plans. 
PHFASE ENRICHMENT: 
Big Father- He is big beside a boy or girl. 
LESSON THIRTY 
This is a review lesson. For directions see lesson thirty 
of the top group plans. 
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APPENDIX B 
STORY TESTS WITH DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE INDIVIDUAL ORAL READING 
TESTS 
1. Hold the test with the child's name on it. Let the child use 
another without a name. 
2. Begin by saying, 11 I want to see how well you can read. I have a 
new stor,r for you. Can you tell me the name of this stor,r? 11 Then 
let him go on reading. 
~. It will be necessary to give only about three seconds to respond 
to any word. At the end of three seconds tell him the word and go 
on. 
4. Have each child read the whole story. 
5· As he reads underscore all words which have crosses over them if he 
misses. These are the key words. 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE INDIVIDUAL ORAL READING TESTS 
1. Subtract the number of errors from the total number of key words 
in the story. 
Testa I and IV Each Total 60 
Tests II and V Each Total ~ 
Tests III and Vi Each Tota 1 12 
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Where ls Puff? 
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S e e b i-\'g Fa the r . 
Father he IPs Mother . 
Mo ther and Fathe r .work. 
Fath er works aw8.y . 
See T irn work .. 
. • ~ k ..lr" 
Tim , Jump up and down. 
Oh, lo ok! 
S T• -\-' .f 1-"' ee 1m go ano p ay . 
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STANDARDIZED TESTS 
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MURPHY-DURRELL 2 
DIAGNOSTIC READING READINESS TEST 
_For Group Use 
' By HELEN A. MURPHY 
Associate Professor of Education 
Boston University School Of Education 
and DoNALD D. DuRRELL 
Dean, School of Education 
Boston University 
TEST SCORE PER-CENTILE 
1. Auditory 
2. Visual 
3. Learning Rate 
Total 
Name .. .. ... .. ... .. ...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . , Boy .. Girl . . . . . D ate of Testing . .. 
Year Month Day 
T eacher . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grade. . . . . Scho~l ... . . .. ... . ... '. . . . Date of Birth 
Year Month Day 
City . . ... .. . .. .. . . . County .. . . . . .. . .. , . . . State . . . . . .. .. , ... . . . Pupil's•Age Yrs ... . . . Mos . .. . . . 
b 
c 
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TEST 1. AUDITORY 
• DO 
.1 
Murphy-Durrell Diag. Read. Readiness 
'· '',\, , ' 
Murphy-Durrell D•ag. Reaa. ReliO!ness•--~ 
I ' 
TEST 1. AUDITORY (Continued) 
29-32 · I 
,. 
37-40 
41-44 
\ 
45-48 
----------~----------~--~~·· ·_· --~~---------J 
31 ~ ~--~~-~~~---·----------------~~ 
Murphy-Durrell Diag. Read. Readiness 
TEST t AUDITORY (Continued) 
d 
53-56 
0 ) . 
61-64 
' 65-68 
·· &J 
I. 
[ 4 .] 
TEST I. AUDITORY (Continuer!) . 
69-72 
73-76 
77- 80 
•' 
81-84 
.• 
I · I 
·r 5 1 Score ....... . 
Murphy-Durrell Diag. Read. Readin._ 
TEST 2. VISUAL 
1 14 , 
m b 0 s y w u 'V y n 
-2 15 -
f I d -
• 
e a r m 
-
c 0 a e 
3 16 -
v m h u c w u- n m v 
4 17 
. k t b d g 1 y m n u 
I 
5 - :t8 \ ; 
' 
v w u m n g y J .1 _q . 
. 
6 19 
c e 0 a r e 1 J 1 t 
7 20 , 
e 0 c g a f t h k 1 
. 
8 21 
t 1 h b k o · a e c , g • 
. 
9 22 ' 
s c z m f r 0 n m u 
\ 
I 
10 23 
h k 1 t f p d b q g 
' 11 24 ... 
' 
h k t f ' 1 g _ b p q d 
' 
12 25 I 
g p y q h p g b d q 
I 
13 . 26 ' 
s X 0 m z d p g q b 
I 
t [ 6 ] J 
I 
Murphy-Durrell-Diag. Read. Readin""" 
TEST 2. VISUAL (Continued) 
27 36 
at ball ; nose ICe I 
• 
ill all fall miCe race nice 
28 37 
-
no ill speak speck 
. 
nip on Imp stick spice peck 
29 38 . . 
play ... day drip prop 
boy dog boys drops rap drop 
30 39 
me men Jump jest 
name man run just jot · must 
31 40 
saw war alone abuse 
as was waste absent abide along 
32 . 41 
tis sit clasp class 
' 
sat it site clear dean cleat 
33 42 
dark lack would word 
clock black block world whirl wound . 
... 
~ 34 43 
barn bun fondle foolish 
· I 
burn bar done 
/ 
forage forget forbid 
35 44 
· frost first terrace terrier 
, .. 
fast firm trust 
I 
terrific I testify tremble 
7. ...... 
Murphy-Durrell Diag. Read. Rendin ... 
TEST 2. VISUAL (Continued) 
I I 
45 49 
par park form reform 
party part dark uniform inform deform 
46 50 
quiver quiZ curtain certain 
• 
quote quoit qurre sustain retain maintain 
47 51 
dinner differ shrub shrink 
diffuse digress diction shovel shriek shorten· 
48 52 
sure scare convent convict 
I 
' 
secure server cure contain contact conduct 
Score .. ..... . 
TEST 3. LEARNING RATE 
FIRST I SECOND THIRD T EST TEST TEST 
toothhrush 
bracelet 
celery 
I '. 
against 
' 
rron ' 
machinery 
han~kerchief 
I 
naughty 
sciSsors 
-
chocolates 
Number right 
Score (Number right . on third test) . ..... . 
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DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST 
,, 
By ELIZA F. OGLESBY, , A.M. 
Formerly Assistant Supervisor of Reading 
Detroit, Michigan 
I 
. EXAMINATION: FORM A 
~or Primary Grades 
Name ..... .. . . .. · ..... . .. . . . ... .... ... . . ....... . ............. ... .. ... Score ... ... . . 
(First name, · initial, and last name) 
Age last birthday .. ... . . .. years . . . . .. ... . months 
. Grade ... . ... ...... .. Teacher ....... . . . . . ..... · . . ................... : ......... ... . 
School ....... . .. .................... . ... . . .. ............. : ............ . : ... .. .. . 
City . . · .. ........ . . . .. .. .. ... .. ......... . .. . Date .. ... .............. : ..... . . .. .. . . 
chair 
baby 
dog 
nest 
( 
a girl running 
a bird in a tree 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and ~U6 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Copyright 19~5 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. AUrightsresertJed. ODWRT: E: A-33 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in· any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
Word R eo. 'l'e•t: A 
boy . 
. 1 . 
bird 
tree 
.. ~ 
.... 
, • bed . 
apple 
5 
door 
house 
7 
"'~ 
girl 
8 
king 
fire 
10 
man 
11 
mother 
12 
children· 
13 
bread 
14 
[ !l] 
a white horse 
15 
a black horse 
16 
two big balls 
17 
three little balls 
18 
a bird's house 
19 
a house on a hill 
20 
a father bear 
21 
a mother bear 
a mother 
making a bed 
22 
23 
a bird sleeping 
a bird flying 
over a tree 
s9meapples 
on a tree 
25 
2G 
some apples 
on the ground · 
. 27 
a boy with some 
bread and milk 
. 28 
[8] 
Word Reo. Test: A 
¢:--~ · 
<:N 
I 
.. I 
' · 
a boy playing 
. in the rain 
29 
a girl running 
into a house 
' 30 
a girl running 
up a hill 
31 
a girl running 
I ' 
down a hill 
some leaves 
on a tree 
some leaves 
under a tree 
• a boy going 
for a walk 
32 
33 
34 
35 
a boy buying a 
can ofcorn 
a father telling his 
little girl to come 
37 
a bird eating corn 
38 
a bird singing 
to her little ones 
39 
a girl giving her 
bird some water 
40 
[ 4] 
Word Reo. Teo' : li. 
DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST 
By ELIZA F. OGLESBY, A.M. 
Formerly Assistant Supervisor of Reading 
Detroit, Michigan 
EXAMINATION: FORM B 
For Primary Grades 
N an1e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .... ...... ... ........... Score .... . . · . . 
(First name, initial, and last name) 
Age last birthday . . .. ... .. years. : ... . .... months 
Grade . . . . .. . · ...... Teacher . . ...... ... .. .. .... . ... ~ . . . ........... : ....... .. ... . 
School . . · . . . . . ...... .. .. . ....... ... .. .. ....... .... ......... . ... .. ... ..... .. .. .. . . 
' 
City ... ..... . · .. . . .... . ... . ....... .' ........... Date . . . . . ........ , .. . ....... ....... . 
·chair 
baby 
dog 
nest 
~~: · 
a girl running 
·'fl .· 
a bird in a tree 
·-.. · , .. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson·, New· York~ and 2126 Prairie lh<'nm·, Chicago 
Copyright 1925 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. 1 IDWR'l': E: B-28 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
This- test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it · by mimeograph, hectograph, or in a~y other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished fiee for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
---~-------------;----~-~ •. ---~·--=W=ord Rec. Teot: B 
tree 
boy 
2 
girl 
apple 
mother / 
king 
0 
bird .n~ 
house 
father 
door 
I 
· children 
II 
bed 
12 
milk 
13 
horse 
[ 2 J 
~ 
. ~· 
some boys and 
· girls 
15 
a black bear 
16 
a white bear 
17 
one big ball 
IS 
two little balls 
19 
a can of corn 
20 
a boy eating 
corn 
21 
a n1ilk man 
a fire man 
23 
a boy making 
a fire , 
a house for a 
bird 
24 
25 
a bird sleeping · 
1n a tree 
26 
a bird flying over 
an apple tree 
27 
. a bird under 
. an apple tree 
28 
[ 8] 
.. 
~ A 
a girl going 
into a house 
29 
a girl buying 
some bread 
30 
some leaves 
on a tree 
31 
some leaves 
on the ground 
32 
three children 
playi~g ball 
33 
L 
a father with his 
three children 
34 
a girl telling a 
boy to come 
35 
a boy walking 
in the rain 
36 
a boy walking 
up a hill 
37 
a boy walking 
down a hill ·· 
3S 
a mother singing 
to her little girl 
39 
a mother giving 
her little girl 
some water 40 
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• Word ltec. Test : :S 
NEW CALI FORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
PRE- PRI~AARY '47 S-FORM 
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sull ivan, Willis W. Cla rk, and Ernest W. Tiegs 
le __ _____ ___ __ __ ______ _______ ____ _____ ______ ________ ________________ ____ _______________ __________ ___ ___ Grade _________________ ___ Boy-Girl 
oL _______ ____________ __ _ ... ___ ____ __ _____ __ _____ ___ __ _______ __ --· _________ ___ Age __ ____________ __ Birthday ____ ________ ________ ____ _____ _ 
:he r __ __ ________ __ _____ _____ ___ __ ___ _____ _____ ___ ________ ______ __ ____ ___ ___ ______ ____ Date _______ _____ _____ ____ ____ _____ _____ ____ ___ ____ __ ___ _ 
DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE 
Mental Age (Chart pupil's scores h ere) 
Mo. 36 48 60 72 84 
FACTOR 
Possible P upil's 
Score Score 
Yr. 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
I I I I I 
al Re la t io nships 14 5 10 
Sensing Righ t and Left''' . 7~-''' 
Ma nipula tion of Areas ''' . 7 ,; 
--. 
I 
:ol Reason ing 14 5 10 
5im ilcirities '; 7 ~_'; 
Inference 7~-
erico l Reason ing . 14 
I 
I 5 
Nu mber Concepts'' 7 ~-"' 
Nu merical Quantity 7~-
bulary 14 
I I I 
!Test 7 ) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
I Mental Factors 56 
I I I I I 
3 9 19 29 39 
I I I I I 
uoge Facto rs 28 2 8 12 17 22 
(4+6+7) 
28 I I I Language Factors 7 12 17 
(1+2+ 3+ 5) 
I I I I I 
ologico l Age 36 48 60 72 84 
I 
I Grode Placement . NURSERY SCH. KGN. TRANS. f.O 1.5 2.0 
(Grade pupil is in) 
I I I I I 
Yr. 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
nguage tests. Mental Ag e 
Mo. 36 48 60 72 84 
SUMMARY O F DATA Score M.A. c. A. I. Q. 
Total Menta l Factors 
-
Language Factors 
Non -Language Factors 
CoJ?yright, 1938, 1942, 1947, California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copyright 
Urnon. All Rights Reserved under P an-American Copyright Union. Published by California 
Test Bureau, 5916 Hollywood Boulevard, Los AngelPs 28 , C~lifornia . Printed in U. S. A. 
96 108 
8.0 9.0 
I I 
I 
13 
I 
13 
I I 10 13 
13 14 
I I 
46 53 
I I 
25 27 
I I 
22 16 
I I 
96 108 
I 
-
I 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
I 8.0 9.0 
96 108 
3 5 
6 
7 
I 
\ 
Test 1. Score (number right L .. .... .... ... ... .. . 
-2-
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
I 
' 
' I 
I 
CO:[] W 
~0 
5 
6 
7 
-3-
i 0 1 I ! 
I 
Test 2. Score (number right l ........... ................. ... . 
3 
00 . ), 
6 
Test 3. Score (number right!. ............... .... . 
-4-
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Test 4. Score (number right) ....... -- -- -- --- ·-----·-········ 
-5-
1 
2 
~- ;:~ ... , :• ........ ~.. ~ ....... , ~ "• 
3 
4 
5 
Test 5. Score (number right ) .... .... ....... . ... ... ...... . 
~6-
7 
Test 6. Score (number right ) ............ . 
-7-
1~. J) STOH!E:S '"~ ,~ T 
\~( . . ).)~ ·· .. ~··-
=· ..... 
7 
Test 7. Score (number right ).····--·--- ·-··--------········· 
-8-
"' .J ·I u • '1,. 
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